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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS IN LATIN AMERICAN TRADE 
WITH THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY * 
Introductíon 
1. At the expresa request of the Goveranents members of the ECLA 
Trade Committee, the ECLA secret&riat has been occupied for some time 
past with the problems affecting Latin America's foreign trade as a 
result of the formation of regional economic groupings, in particular 
the European Economic Oommunity (EEC). 
Apart from the studies ¿t has already undertaken on the sub jecfc^  
supplemented by the permanent contacts at the working level established 
some time ago with various European organizations, the secretariat 
continúes to keep a cióse watch on the course of events, since this 
can have a great influence on the tempo of Latin America1s economic 
development. Although some of these events, being still in the process 
of development, have not yet properly crystallized, those that have 
already taken place - some quite recently - point to a situation serious 
enough to warrant immediate consideration by the Latin American Govern-
ment s as a group, since any measure designed to forestall or irrest 
developments would be so much more difficult to apply once the situation 
had bégun to crystalüze. 
2. The Latin American countries are taking a keen interest in legitímate 
movements towards the formation of common markets in other regions of 
the world, This is natural enough,since Latin America is itself engaged 
in the gradual accomplishment of a similar task with a view to attaining 
objectives such as a more rapid rate of economic development, higher 
productivity and a relaxation of the social tensions resulting freía a 
low level of per capita income and an insufficient growth of employment 
opportunities» It stiould be pointed out that, in accordance with the 
* Document prepared by the secretariat of the Economic Commission for 
Latin America to faciíitate the work of the consultative meeting on 
trade policy held at Santiago, Chile, 23 July - 7 August 1962. 
1/ See Note by the Secretariat on the Possible Repercussions of the 
European Common Market on Latin America (E/CN, 12/449 and Add.l) and 
the article "Latin America1s Trade with the Common Market Countries 
of Europe" in the Economic Bulletin for Latin America^ Vol» III, No, 1 




ríales for the establishinexit of common markets under the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), Latin America has established its own 
movement in this direction on bases that are consistent with an increase 
in aggregate foreign trade, Conversely, eccnomic groupings such as EEG 
that have sprung up in other regions, owing to certain tendencies 
manifested in the way they are organized, evoke the fear that the rate 
of expansión of Latin America's foreign trade may be curbed to the 
detriment of foreign trade in the aggregate, This is attributable not 
to the liberalization me a sur es forming part of the internal trade movements 
in EEG, about which nothing can be said, but to others whose repercussions 
might be very much wider. 
Isolated action on the part of the countries endeavouring to find a 
solution to the problems that are already facing or are about to face 
their econamies as a result of changed circumstances has in the main 
not produced satisfactory results. Individual power of negotiation is of 
little avail against the tremendous political and econcmic power that 
results frcm the merging of great nations into a single entity. Henee 
it is imperative for the Latin American countries to co-ordinate their 
trade policy if they are to safeguard interests that have an important 
bearing on their economic development» 
The following account outíines the events that have occurred recently 
or are under way, as referred to above0 Some opinions or points of view 
held by competent Latin American circles on the developments in question 
2/ and thexr possible sxgnxficance for Latin America have also been included, 
2[ Inseveral Latin American countries, people versed in questions of 
trade are somewhat perplexed by the lack of adequate concern in Europe 
about.the serious consequences of the present trend of trade policy 
pursued by such economic groups as EEC for its future trade with Latin 
America» Important groups of European industrialists and exporters, 
either because they are anxious to continué receiving supplies of 
certain raw materials or possibly for other reasons, are deeply 
interested in increasing the tempo of trade with Latin America, as 
Latin American visitors to the recent Fair at Hanover were able to 
appreciate» But, in general, there is an unawareness of the grave dangers 





Although the treatment of the theme is necessarily incomplete 
because of the still fluid state of certain negotiations connected with 
matters of great importance^ it was thought best not to delay presenting 
it any longere The body of information and opinions set forth here may, 
in fact, prove a useful tool in devising, before it is too late, a plan 
for collaboration between Latin America and such groupings as EEG that 
offers prospects of success. Dynamic collaboration would supply the 
means not only of solving certain practical problems but also of 
establishing sound trade relations that would be equally beneficial to 
Latin America and to countries or groups of countries in other regions» 
1. Imnediments to trade and compensatory measures 
5o In the first place, reference should be made to the arguments put 
forward a short while ago in GATT as to the possibility of adopting 
measures to offset the effect on the development of Latin America1s 
foreign trade of certain import restrictions imposed in Europe. 
Considerable light is throvm on the subject by studies on the 
results of the efforts to eliminate trade barriers made by inter-
governmental groups in GATT. These studies demonstrated the magnitude 
of the existing obstacle30 They showed that in sane European countries 
that have no balance~of~payments difficulties, imports of numerous items 
are still subject to many forms of discrimi natory treatment, according to 
origin, and these have a direct effect on Latin America1s export trade. 
63 Piserlmination by origin is a device of long standing in Europe. 
It was applied to some extent, regardless of other factors, as a result 
of the liberalization régime instituted by the Organization for European 
Economic Co-operation (OEEC), ncw the Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD). Although the most-favoured-nation 
clause is the general rule in trade between the countries members of 
GATT and is embodied in numerous bilateral agreements in forcé between 
European and Latin American countries, the latter were excluded from the 





;; .¡At the presefrt time the restrictivo trade regulations still 
enforced in Europe beár particularly heavily on imports of agricultura! 
commodities. World trade in these commodities is aiso handicapped by 
the severe limitation rfcsulting from the waivers appüed by GATT, for 
reasons that are widely known, the oustanding instance béing the United 
States agricultural surplusés. 
7. It seems likely that in the case of EEC ¿embers, the réstrictive 
trade regulations - known as residual regulations - still in forcé in 
all the EEC countries will be replaced by the procedieres that will 
govern the conduct of the European Gommon Market's agricultural policy, 
as will be discussed látér. These procedures will include prior import 
licences, adjustahle customs duties, táriff quotas and certain kinds of 
subsidies. 
Within GATT, a number of Governments have been drawing attention for 
some time to the apparent inconsistency between the principies and 
provisions of the GATT Agreement with respect to the freeing of trade 
and the protection of established tariff treatments on the one hand, and 
restrictive trade regulations on the other. Furthermore, these regulations, 
through their impact on trade, impair or nullify the effects of the tariff 
treatment agreed upon by negotiations within GATT, 
.8. The disqtoieting prospect of seeing the perpetuation of practices 
that are detrimental to the expansión of Latin America's foreign trade 
has brought some of the countries oí the región to realize that they 
may have no alternative but-'to fall in with the GATT regulations as 
embodied iri Article XXIII on the safeguarding of concessions and benefits, 
3/ inasmuch as they enable certain compensatory measures to be claimed. 
2/ Article XXIII of GATT reads as followss 
"1. If any contracting party should consider that any benefit acoruing . 
to it directly or indirectly under this Agreement is being nullified 
or impaired or that the attainment of any objective of the 
Agreement is being impeded as the result of: 
(a) The failure of another contracting party to carry out its 
obligations tinder this Agreement, or 
(b) The application by another contracting party of any measure, 
whether or not it conflicts with the provisions of this 
Agreement, or 
(c) The existence of any other situation. (Continued.) 
/Proceedings were 
Proceedings were officially initiated by Uruguay in 1961, during the 
nineteenth sessioa cf GATT, after it had ascertained that nineteen 
European countries apply more than 500 individual restrictions to 
thirty products that comprise almost two-thirds of Uruguayfs exports 
(see annex I, table 1)# If this occurs in the case of one Latin 
American country, it is easy to imagine the misgivings aroused by the 
deleterious effect of this type of restriction on the región1s exports 
as a whole. 
9. A group of experts now in Gene va will be advising the Contracting 
Parties of GATT, which are to act as arbiters, on whether Uruguay is 
justified in taking compensatory measures with a view to restoring 
reciprocity in trade treatment, although, as Uruguay!s representatives 
have repeatedly declared, it is staunchly in favour of the removal of 
restrictive trade regulations as a means of re-establishing the significance 
of the respective concessions and thus promoting the expansión of aggregate 
2/ (Continued.) 
The contracting party may, with a view to the satisfactory 
adjustment of the matter, make written representations or proposals 
to the other contracting party or parties which it considers to be 
concerned, Any contracting party thus approached shall give sym-
pathetic consideration to the representations or proposals made to it. 
2.1f no satisfactory adjustment is effected between the contracting 
parties concerned within a reasonable time, or if the difficulty is 
of the type described in paragraph 1 (c) of this Article, the matter 
may be referred to the Contracting Parties. The Contracting Parties 
shall promptly investígate any matter so referred to them and shall 
make appropriate recommendations to the contracting parties which 
they consider to be concerned, or give a ruling on the matter, as 
appropriate. The Contracting Parties may consult with contracting 
parties, with the Economic and Social Council of the United Wations 
and with any appropriate inter-governmental organization in cases 
where they consider such consultation necessary. 
If the Contracting Parties consider that the circumstances are serious 
enough to justify such action, they may authorize a contracting party 
or parties to suspend the application to any other contracting party 
or parties of such concessions or other obligations under this Agree~ 
ment as they determine to be appropriate in the circumstances. If 
the application to any contracting party of any concession or other 
obligation is in fact suspended, that contracting party shall then be 
free, not later than sixty days after such action is taken to give 
written notice to the Executive Secretary to the Contracting Parties 
of its intention to withdraw from this Agreement and such withdrawal 
shall take effect upon the sixtieth day follcwing the day on which 
Such notice is received by him." 
/trade. In 
trade«, In any caso;. the prosesdings- initiated by Uruguay constitute 
a precedent worthy of consideration by the other Latin Ameritan countries 
in GATT which, by forcé of ..circumstance, are being impolled along the' 
sanie patho 
10. The general position of Latin America with respect to "Europaan 
discrimiñation may imdorgo a changee Thus far the región has been 
powerless to defend itself against the discriminatory treatment given 
to its foreign trade» But severa! of the countries now believe that 
the formation of the Central American Cc&mon Market and the establislment 
of the Latin American Free-Trade Association (ALALC) have paved the 
way for joint consideration, when expedient, of compensatory measures 
aimed primarily at the elimination of restrictive trade regulations 
appüed at destinatiene Moreover, although they have no connexion 
with such measures, ccrtain restrictions on imports into Latin America 
that derivo from the need to stabilize the balance of payments are, 
.exceptionally, being waived in the case of trade with countries belonging 
to Latin American economic groupings such as ALALC. This exceptional 
treatment is, of course, a product of GATT's rules on the formation of 
fre3-trade areas^ whereby all restrictions on reciprocal trade between 
constituent countries must be abolished, even when appüed to safeguard 
the balance of payments. In this connexion, the cpuntries consider 
that since the Monetary Fund long acceptéd in practice the diseriminationa 
resulting from the former OEBC,programme of inter-European trado 
überaüsation - which did not constitute a common market in the sense 
recognised by GATT - no objections can be made, from the pcint of viev 
of the international monetary commitaents represented by the Fund, to 
the removal of restrictions among the members of ALALC in accordanco 
with the relevant rulings of GATT itself. 
TheJjATT,, Tariff, Conf erence, 
11. The generic title of Tariff Conf expense is used to designate the 
fifth series of GATT negotiations, which. included both those of EEC with 
the other members of GATT with respect to Article XXIV, paragraph 6, of 
the Agreement (compensations for an increase in the average rates of 
/incidence of 
incidence of the external tai If f) and the so-called Dillon 
negotiations, in which ESO declared it-self vdlling to reduce its cemmon 
tariff by as much as 20 per cent» All the members of GATT v/ere parties 
to these negotiations» The Tariff Conferenco of 19ÓO-61 al so inclivJííd 
the negotiations for the incorporation of some additional countries 
into GATT. 
(a) Compensation for the rise in the ave-rage incidence of the EEC 
12« These tariff negotiations virtually ended in May 19Ó1® The 
disappointment evoked in Latin America by their outcome is partly a 
reflection of the different angle from which they were viewed by EEC 
and by the Latin American countriese For EEC, abiding strictly by the 
GATT rules, the negotiations consisted essentially of a revisión of 
some of the incidence of tho external tariff, on the principie of 
maintaining the balance of sxistíng reciprocal concessions, when the 
incidence incrsased with the establishment of the averages taken as the 
basis for working out the tariff. The countries thereby affected, on 
the other hand - including those of Latin America - pointed tp the 
ful effect on their exports of an increase in the rate of duty on 
certain items, and made an unsuccessful attempt to have the negotiations 
conducted within a framework that would have taken account of economic 
and trade factors not strictly forming part of the legal basis of the 
negotiations» 
In stating its case during the negotiations, Uruguay pointed.cut 
that the external tariff had had a detrimental effect on the treatment 
of Uruguayan products (chiefly meat) embodied in agreements^ without 
adequate ccmpensation being offereda The. representative of Brasil 
announced that, in view of the unsatisfactory results of the tariff 
negotiations, his Government would not ask Parliamsnt for the nscossax~j 
ratification» He said that 75 per cent of the ©ountry's exports to 
EEC had be6n affected by the external tariff, and that Bra2.il was faeing 
one of the most serious threats ever offered to its foreign trade J^ 
L] Speech delivered on 27 November 1961 at the GATT session by 




Faced with these and other similar representations, EEC decided 
to abide by the juridical interpretation which, as its repre sent ati ve s 
pointed out at the nineteenth session of GATT, places the Treaty of 
Rome in good company along with the Treaty of Montevideo and the treaty 
that created the European Free Trade Association (EFTA). It is still 
not known whether the Contracting Parties to GATT will shortly give 
their verdict on the pending juridical question whether or not the Treaty 
of Rome fulfils the conditions appropriate to a common market. It ais o . 
remains to be seen whether the decisión would in any way affect the 
solution of the problem created for latin America by the increase in 
some of the incidences of EEC?s external tariff, where these had been 
fixed at a higher level than the average duty levied by the individual 
participarás. Incidentally, the nature of the decisión to be announced 
will undoubtedly be strongly influenced by the attitude adopted by the 
United Kingdom and the other EFTA countries - and possibly the Common-
wealth as well - in respect of their ultimate membership of EEC or 
association with it. All this would appreciably strengthen EEC's 
position in GATT and its say in the final decisión of the Contracting 
Parties on this matter, 
Unofficially but persistently, some European circles seem to 
show a distinct preference for financial and technical co-operation at 
the industriad development level rather than for special tariff 
agreements as a means of counteracting the restrictive effects that 
the formation of the European Common Market may exercise, directly 
or indirectly, on the Latin American economy, It is an open secret 
that the Latin American circles concerned with such questions not only 
object to the use of financial devices as an alternative solution to 
problems for which a sound remedy should be sought pre~eminently in 
the field of trade, but take a very pessimistic view of the likelihood 
of adequate indemnification of the Latin American economy for the 
damage done by the external tariff through compensations of this kind. 
"What is more, no specific offer of financial collaboration appears as 
yet to have been made. 
/13. The conclusión 
E/CN. 12/631 
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.13* . The conclusión of the negotiations marked the acceptance of the 
EEC common externa! tariff by.the majority of the third countries that 
took part. Those agreeing to it were Cañada,. Ceylon, Chile, Finland, 
.India, Indonesia, Japan, New Zealand, Nyasaland, Pakistan, P$ru, 
Southern Rhodesia, the Union of South Africa,, the United Kingdom and 
the United States» 
Five countries - Austria, Czechoslovakia, Sweden, Switzerland and 
Uruguay - res.erved the right to suspend for the time being tariff 
concessions previously accorded to EEC countries, on the grounds that 
they were dissatisfied with the results of certain phases of the 
negotiations* Uruguay!s reservation concerned the possibility of 
suspending or reducing tariff concessions for imports into Uruguayan 
territory of such goods as light cars, steel wire, sheet iron, certain 
types of wine, and hats. 
For different reasons, six other countries - Australia, Brazil, 
Denmark, Ghana, Nigeria and Norway - refused to accept the results of 
the negotiations. 
(b) Pillon negotiations 
14» The Dillon negotiations, in which the countries at a less advanced 
stage of development took scarcely any part, ended at Geneva in July 1962. 
Progress during the final stage of the negotiations was low for a variety 
of reasons, one being the complexities of the negotiations between EEC 
5/ and the. United States on certain products,^ though standstill agreements 
The results of some of the negotiations between EEC and the United 
States are likely to be modified in the near future owing to an 
increase in the duty on imports of carpets and sheet glass into the 
United States. As a counter meásure EEC might increase the duties 
on polystyrene, polyethylene, certain textiles made from synthetic 
fibres, and watercolours^ all of which were reduced as a result of 
the Dillon negotiations. Although EEC proposed to include tobacco, 
soya-bean and cotton-seed oil in the list of counterpart goods, its 
proposal was rejected on the grounds that the increase in duty would 
affect the Dutch tobacco industry in particular, as well as the price 
of margarine in EEC national markets. 
/on these 
E/CN •12/631 
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on these were finally reached. Anothei:. factor which ®ay,.have helped • . 
to slow dpwn the negotiations was that the new s.tatute of -association,. 
which will come - into forcé as of January 1963 ;between EEC and its. former 
overseas /territories pow sixteen independent .countries -was under 
consideration:at the time. In the discussion on the over-all question 
of their relations with EEC, these territories did not seem prepared to 
accept the prospect pf ;losing the preferential treatment enjoyed by 
their exports to Europe under the present association agreement in-,virtufi 
of negotiations with third countries» This is a perfectly.legitima-te 
attitude, but it had an unfortunate ..effect-on the prospects entertained 
by certain. Latin American countries as to the out.come of the negotiations 
on tropical products. 
15. Generally speaking, the Dillon negotiations appear to have 
accomplished much less than was expected» For lack of sufficient 
offers of reciprocal concessions by third coyintries, the e^ ctent of the 
reductions in the common tariff that EEC had seemed disposed to, grant 
- 20 per cent - was far from being achieved. Moreover, although.the 
reductions should have been extended to agricultural commoditiesas 
stipulated in GATT, this was in fact not done. The principal reductions 
were obtained through negotiations with the United Kingdom and comprised 
.cars.and spare parts, machine-tools, electrical equipment, severa! 
kinds.of fats and oils, leather goods, refrigerators, agricultural 
machinery and motors for water craft. 
16. It is not yet known whether the results of the Dillon negotiations 
will be incorporated ,into the EEC common tariff simply by adaptation of 
the latter, or whether the tariff will adopt the double-column system. 
If so, the. treatment deriving from the negotiations would cease to be 
extended to countries outside GATT or to thosé that,have not reached 





As announced on 20 July 1962, EEC plens to make a number of 
reductions and suspensions (some fburteen) in the external tariff on 
its own initiative, pursuant to article 28 of the Rome Treaty» The 
favoured products would' include chilled goose and duck liver, snails, 
almonds, natural or synthetic precious stones (in powdered form), 
Fuller's earth and naphthaline. 
(c) Tariff quotas 
17. The fifth series of negotiations of GATT, comprising those based 
on Article XXIV, paragraph 6 of the Agjreement, and the Dillon negotiations, 
were conducted selectively, that is, product by product, the resulting 
duties being Consolidated to safeguard thesn against possible increases 
in their rates» 
In the case of various products, some of them staple Latin American 
exports, e.g. meat and fish flour, the consolidation of duties will be 
valid for a specific tariff quota. Once this has been covered, further 
imports of the goods may be subject to prior permits, embargoes or the 
system of adjustable duties designed as a basic element of EECTs 
agricultural policy, 
Quotas such as those referred to are fixed regarclless of which 
EEC qountry or countries will be the buyers. It should be recalled that 
under the GATT regulation a quota may not be reducéd until it has been 
in forcé for three years. 
Another type of quota valid for one year has also been established, 
not officially through negotiation with third countries but by agreement 
within EEC. Undér this system a particular* member of EEC is authorized 
to purchase not more than a given quantity of a certain product, a lower 
rate of duty being applied than those established by the common tariff 
(see annex I, tables 2 and 3)f 
18. It is often asked in Latin America how the findings of the 1960-61 
Tariff Conference affect countries outside GATT. Countries whose 
relations with one or more members of EEC are based on the unconditional 
most-favoured-nation clause would clearly have grounds for requesting 




products, in the shape of external tariff reductions or consolidations. 
They could also produce cogent arguments in support of their right to 
participate in the quota system. The products of Latin American countries 
that have not established the unconditional most-favoured-nation clause 
with EEC members would be given the treatment indicated in the external 
tariff. The benefit of the reductions or consolidations established at 
the recent tariff conference would be obtained so long as EEC dees not 
adopt the double-column system referred to above. 
19» If, however, as is already the case with certain products^ distribution 
continúes exclusively in the hands of the EEC countries, it might happen 
that when a particular shipment arrived at its destination, the exporter 
country would have difficulty in clearing its gocd3 through the customs 
because other suppliers had already used up the tariff quota. 
The uncertainty deriving from such a system could be prejudicial to 
Latin AmericaTs products and exports unless appropriate agreements 
were reached to provide for some degree of participation by the supplier 
countries in the quota arrangements, perhaps through joint consultative 
groups or some other suitable procedure. 
3« New tariff negotiations 
(a) Linear reductions 
20. The approval which the United States Congress is expected to give 
to the Bill granting the Executive considerably wider powers than those 
envisaged previously in the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act to negotiate 
reductions in customs duties, will remove a major obstacle to the 
possibility of holding new tariff negotiations in GATT, perhaps towards 
the end of 1963. In September 1962, an inter-governmental group at 
Geneva will begin to examine the bases for the sixth series of negotiations, 
in which it is planned to introduce the techniaue of linear reductions 
applicable to groups of products, in place of the system of selective 




Xn this respect circles in European countries and in the United 
States point out that experience of internationsl tariff negotiations 
has convinced them that reciprocal concessions applyíng to ¡specific 
products are losing their importance as trade-promoting factors. 
Furthermore, under the traditional method of selective ñegotiátion bn 
a product-by-product basis, pressures can be exérted which íoay iriterfere 
with the application of liberalization-programmes adVantageous to the 
national interests of the countries concerned', 
21» The work of the i'nter-governmental group taentioned above, and 
any proposals it may put forward to the Contracting Parties of GÁTT 
are óf considerable interest to Latin America» Under its terms of" 
reference, the group will consider ways and means of stimulating the 
diversificatioñ of exports from the less-developed countries, within 
the framework of the negotiations and by means of a modification of 
the traditional notion of reciprocity, so as to help them in placing 
their manufactured products on the great world markets/ 
22. How can this new idea be reconciled with the system of linesr 
reductions? In general it can be said that in Latin%American circles 
the linear reductions procedure has been received with caution. It is 
recognized that linear reductions are useful in the case of negotiatic.n^  
between countries at a similar level of development. Víhen the ntgobia';:.:^  
countries are at very different levels, a clear prior definition of tha 
relative extent of the concessions to be granted on either side would be 
needed to make the procedure attractive to the weaker party. It is 
likewise pointed out in Latin American circles that since the power of 
negotiation of the less-developed countries is slight, the linear reduction 
procedure would do them even further harm by depriving them of the use 
of devices arising out of selective negotiation. 
23» However, no considered judgment is possible until the decisions of 
the inter-governmental group referred to above are known. The usual 
procedure within GATT is for the purchasing country to negotiate with 
the main supplier country. If, as is to be feared, agricultural products 
are for the most part excluded from the negotiations, these might turn 




little participation by the developing countries. Henee linear concessions 
would be negotiated primarily among the large countries. The less~ 
developed countries would, in any case, be entitled to the same concessions 
through the most-favoured-nation clause of GATT. In return for this 
benefit, what kind of compensations or reciprocal concessions would the m&jor 
countries require? As far as Latin America is concerned, a peculiar 
situation would arise. Of twenty countrias, only eight belong to GATT-
N 
while another is an associated country.-^  The concessions grantsd by the 
major countries under the Agreement would be available to practically 
all the Latin American countries, since most of these have most-favoured-
nation arrangements with the European countries, made many years ago ur:der 
various bilateral trade agreements. On the other hand, the concessions 
required by the bigger countries in return would only apply to the Latin 
American countries belonginp; to GATT, sheuld these accept the invitation 
to take part in the negotiations, 
However, the fersgoing is no more than conjecture, The situation 
will not become clear until the conclusions of the inter~gov3:--2immtal 
group mentioned abeve are known. 
24* At all events, it is felt in authoritative Latin Amesi:,¿i) circles 
that, whether as pai"t of the sixth seri?*: of ('ATT i>,gcti^ Sr'./n;? >v outnide 
it, new tariff negotiations with the ESC- sheuld be ¿iibarked upe-.?,, with 
the object of cushioning the harmful effect of EEC-s external tariff on 
Latin America's foreign trade, and at the same time making a bid for 
markets for the región-s industrial products* 
25* In this respect it should be remsmbered that the less-developed 
countries are greatly concerned about the gap between the increase in 
their import needs and the growth of their foreign exchange export 
earnings. On this point, a projection made by the Economic Ccmmission 
7/ 
for Europe*" indicates that if the less-aeveloped countries of the worl 
are to expand their econctmies at a more or less satisfactory rate, they 
6/ The Latin American parties to GATT are Brasil, Chile, Cuba, the 
Dominican Republic, Haiti, Nicaragua, Perú, and Uruguay. Argentina 
is an associated country. 
2/ See Economic Survey of Burone in 1960 (E/ECE/419), United Nations 




will need to increase their exports over two-and-a-half times during 
the next twenty years. ¿cc. ruing to this projection in the most 
favourable circumstances the over-all picture of demand in the great 
centres suggests that the prospecta they offer for absorbing the traditional 
export products of the less«developed countries are not likely to increase 
by much more than one - and- a-ha 1 f times over the next two de cades. The 
enormous gap thus created will have to be filled largely by adding 
industrial products to the flow of exports from the developing countries, 
even assuming a considerable increase in movements of capital. 
26. In European circles it is apparently felt that in time factors will 
come into play which may help to open up EuropeTs markets more liberally 
to the industrial products of third countries. It is pointed out first 
and foremost that the Ímpetus given to the economic expansión of the 
EEC countries by the fusing of markets opens up endless prospects. 
This fusión is alroady producing an jffect on the growth of the gross national 
product, which in 1957-60 rose at an average level of per cent in 
the EEC zone, as against 3«3 per cent in the other countries of estsrn 
Europe. The effects of the common market on trade within EEC are also 
considerable - it has been increasing by 20 per cent per year since 1957> 
whereas trade between the EEC countries and the rest of the world has 
risen by only 10'per cent per annum, One of the main aspects of the 
liberation of productive factors as a result of the common market will 
be a sharp rise in productivity, as a consequence of which industrial 
prices within the EEC zone may well be highly competitive, This, in 
the opinion of informed European circles, could in due course mean the 
reduction and possibly even the abolition, through negotiation, of the 
external tariff on a large number of industrial products. Henee the 
only protection required for European products of a similar nature would 
in general be the freight charges payable on the foreign article from 
the country of origin. 
/27. Authoritative circles 
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27. Authoritative circles in Latin America do not take a very optimistic 
/ 
view'of the foregoing as an"indication of the possible attitude of EEC 
towards the entry of manufacturad goods. They point to the" fact that 
the external tariff of the European Common Market has by and large followed 
thé principié of freeing only imports 6f industrial raw materials partially 
or totally unobtainable in Europe, while iñ the case of semi-manuíactured 
and manufactured goods produced from these raw materials, duties are 
established, the amount increasirig with thé degree of finishing, so that 
little margin is left for foreign competition. It is difficult to "believe 
that an increase in productivity is likely te lead to any sigriificant 
change in protectionist policy, especiaily when the tariff rates represent 
a negótiating instrument which -iEC would lose if theáe weré sub'siantialíy 
reduced within a few years. 
Th? register started by GATT for the purpose of listing the facilities 
granted by the major countries for the disposal of manufactured products 
from the less-developed countries doés not show a Very encouTaging trend 
in this* diréction on the'part of the European countries. Yet if only 
it were possible to achieve fruitful collaboration between Latin America 
and Europe, at this level, as might be wished, it would not be un-
reasonable to imagine that the present shortage of inanpower in some 
European countries might, inter. alia, lead to certain types of agreements 
regarding the interchange of manufactured goods. Certain highly mechanized 
industries in the EEC are a requiring a rélatively small laboxar forcé 
would find a market for' their products in Latin American countries, which 
in turn could avail themselves of the European market to export manufactured 
goods needing a large amount of labour for their production. 
(c) Preparations for negotiation 
28. As has already been pointed out, it is thought in Latin'American 
countries that a new tariff agreement should be reached with EEC, whether 
within the framework of the next series of GATT negotiations, or outside 
it. It is, however, also considered that in these new negotiations, the 
regional interests of the zone should be safeguarded by collective action. 
The recent case of the raising of the customs duties on imports of sheet 




to individual negotiating capacity "by collective action» The immsdiate 
support given by the rest of the member countries of EEC to Belgium, the 
country affected by the measure concerned, led the Community tp consider 
the adoption of the counter-measures mentioned earlier, so that the 
increase in the import duties for sheet glass became the concern of EEC 
as a whole. It is obvious that for Latin America, negotiating capacity, 
which is very slight as far as each country taken separately is concerned, 
would gain vastly in strength frcan joint action, if only because of the 
size of the import market represented by the región as a whole. 
Now that the fifth series of negotiations of GATT has ended, and 
the level fixed for the external tariff of EEC is known, each country 
t 
is now in a position to appreciate the extent to which the new rates, 
or some of them, will be harmful to specific export items* For example, 
it is officially estimated that Brazil's export losses in respect of . 
four products only - coffee, cocoa, cocoa butter and Brazil nuts - may . 
well amount to 100 - 130 million dollars per year,^ It should be noted 
that these products account for about two-thirds of the total valué of 
Brazil»s exports to the EEC area. 
29• As part of the preparations for negotiation, lists might be drawn 
up of traditional export commodities for which EEC would be urged to give 
more favourable treatment, Lists might also be made of. products whose 
manufacture might be developed in Latin íanerica to such a competitive 
level that their .export to the great world markets would ultimately 
constitute a valuable contribution to the balan ce-of-payment s position 
of the Latin American countries concerned. In drawing up these lists, 
it would have to be borne in mind that non-EEC suppliers of similar 
products from other areas would automatically receive from EEC. the.same 
treatment as that accorded to Latin America. The lists would also show . 
what articles are "sensitive Ítems", both export and import, in trade 
with Europe, discussion of which would have a considerable influence on 
the negotiations as a whole, . t *• 
8/ See "0 Brasil na ultima assembleia do GATT" (Revista do Conselho 
Nacional de Economía) year XI, No, 2,"Rio, March-April 1962, p. 160; 
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30^ As regarás the reciprocal concessions to be accorded to exports 
from EEC to Latin America, it would also be useful to compile in advance 
a list covering all the Latin ¿merican countries, This would presuppose 
a series of consult ations with the competant organs of each country, 
31• In initiating the negotiations from the angle of Latin America*s 
wish'es in réspect of its exports, and the concessions. offered in return. 
to Europeán products, would it be desirable to follow the EEC procedure 
and make a blánket presentation of what is wanted and what is offered?- ' 
Informed circles ih Latin America think so, on the grounds .that the 
presentation and negotiatioñ of desiderata and concessions as a whole . 
strengthens the power of negotiatión, Otherwise each country acting. -
separately would be too weák to negotiate with the EEC countries acting 
as a whole. Moreover, in regara to the possible concessions to b.e 
granted by Latin America an interesting idea may be eonsidered. As is 
well known, the high rates of customs duties characteristic of Latin Ameriea, 
areto a large extent dúe to deficiencies in the balance of payments 
caused by the obstacles set up in the great world markets to exports 
directed to them. Henee, in the negotiations for reciprocal concessions 
it might be worth while to propose the fixing of máximum import tariffs 
for imports of certain goods into Latin America, rather than to insist 
on the granting of specific concessions for particular products or groups 
of products. 
An indirect but effective stimulus would thus be given to the 
establishment of a Latin American common external tariff, already largely 
in operation in respect of the customs duties of four countries - the 
recent accession of Costa Rica will make five - in virtue of. the general 
treaty on Central American Economic Integration. To a certain extent 
it was also foreshcwed in article 15 of the Montevideo Treaty. All 
this is part of the effort called for with the eventual object of establishing 
the Latin American common market» 
32, As regards the possible bases for negotiation, it has already been 
noted that an inter-governmental group has been preparing under GATT*s 




will govern the sixth series of negotiations. Fundamental points of 
these bases for negotiation might be ways and-means of conducting linear 
negotiations and how to measure reciprocal trade concessions between 
countries at very different stages of development. If these bases are 
laid down in .terms acceptable to Latin Ameíica, and if in addition some 
way can be found of extending the negotiations to include all the Latin 
American countries, whether Contracting Parties to GATT or not, the 
sixth series might perhaps be the appropriate occasion to settle matters. 
Otherwise it would be preferable to try to reach new tariff agreements 
with EEC by means of negotiation governed by special rulesj in point of 
fact this is the procedure followed by the European Common Market itself 
in its negotiations with the United Kingdom and Africa, which in both 
cases cover the question of customs treatment. 
It would be extremely useful if a series of talks on these mátters* 
could be arranged between the Latin American countries on the one hand 
and GATT and EEC on the other, especially if in respect of certain points 
at least this could be done before the bases for the sixth round of 
negotiations are finally approved. It would also be helpful to hold 
preliminary talks with EEC conceming the lists of commodities and groups 
of commodities on either fcide which would be the subject- of negotiations 
between the Community and the Latin American countries. 
The negotiations themselves would be pointless unless both tha 
conditions governing the accession of the United Kingdom to EEC and the 
new statute of association for the former overseas territories were known 
beforehand. 
The problem of agricultural products 
33* The great changes now taking place in the structure of world food 
production has had far-reaching effects on the basis of its trade. A.t 
the same time as the United States are accumulating stocks of temperate-
zone commodities there is an easing of the traditional situation of 
shortages in Europe, where production now tends to increase at a much 
fáster rate than the growth of population. This is what is happening 




per annum, while the rate of agricultural expansión is at least. four 
times that figure. The factors in this expansión, include the application 
of import restrictipns for the purpose of stimulating.the domestic • 
production of certain commodities. The severity of these.restrictipns 
has apparently had the effect in Europe of lamiting. the growth of demand, 
keeping it below levels which the rise in income. would have warranted.-,, 
The accumulation of surpluses in the United States,, and the import-
restrictions;applied in the European continental countries as part>of 
their seIf <-suf fi ciency programme, have played a large part in strengthening 
the tendency virtually to exelude from the GATT system. all trade in tfre 
principal temperate^or^e commodities. As a result, the valué of the . -
tariff concessions for these items negotiated within the gramevfork of 
GATT has gradually been whittleü away. i?í -
34. Since as regards.the majority of agricultura! comoiadities, production 
in Western Europe is increasing wre than demand.^ in scane cases as a. 
sequel to shortages created by import restrictions - the system of support 
prlces has been greatly extended. This does.not, however, provid-? an 
adequate solution for the social prpblems arising out of the fact that .the 
agricultural workers* share in the -distribution of the national income ... 
is. extreme,ly smail. On this point|r the. general consensúa of opinion is . 
that the development of industrial productivity, by increasing wages, 
is bound to create resources making for a policy of high prices for certain 
commodities, for example, meat, which might well help to increase this 
share. 
35. Lastly, the statements made by the representatives of some of the 
EEC countries at the 19th session of GATT offer little prospect of application 
of the rules of GATT'to commodities iñ respect of which European production 
is éxpandiñg faster thañ demand. 
36» On 14 January 1962, the Council of Ministers of EEC adopted various 
rulés , regulations and resolutions, with a view to giving effect to the 
common agricultural policy¿ The regulations establishing bases and 
methods for organizing the markets for cereals, pork, poultry, eggs, fruit, 
vegetables and wine come into forcé óñ 29 July 1962. The rules include 
a large number of provisions affectirig finance, competition, the processing 




adjustable import duties, and certain bases for the establishment of 
,minimum prices. The resolutions embody anumber óf fundamental principies, 
and include a time-table for the gradual organization of the internal 
market of-EÉC as regards dairy produce, beef añd sugar. 
37» -The regulation on cereals is applicable to the following: wheat 
(hard and' soft), rye, barley,. oats, buckwheat, millet, maize and sorghum; 
and also to wheat and rye flours and grits, other cereals, and certain 
processéd goods. It was agreed to liberalize trade in all the above-
mentioned commodities within EEC itself as from 1 July 1962, abolishing 
the traditional customs duties for these Ítems, but substituting an 
adjustable intercommunity charge (droit de prélfevement or levy). This 
will be équivalent to the difference, under specific conditions, between 
the price in the supplier country and the price on the domestic market ' 
of the importíng country. 
As from the same date, the customs- duties, dues and taxes, long-term 
contract arrangements or minimum-price agreements are abolished in respect 
of supplies from third countries. All these charges will likewise be 
replaced by an adjustable levy similar to the above and in line with 
the level of prices. 
In the first case, i.e. for intemal trade within EEC,'the levy 
will be reduced gradually over a transitional period of seven-and-a-half 
years, and will disappear when EEC becomes effectively a common market 
and establishes a basic price for all its members. In the second case, 
i.e, for trade with the rest of the world, the levies will taper off 
as the intemal prices within the Community even out. No time-limit is 
set for this. 
38. As regards cereals, the domestic price will be understood to be the 
one resulting from the interplay of supply. and demand, but it will in 
any case not exce^d the limits constituted by the máximum price in the 
country with the greátest shortage ,and the lowest' official price- in an. 
. .  _ «s 
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EEC country where the authorities fix the prices.-^ Henee prices for 
cereals within the EEC have been frosen for the business year 1962-63 • 
39» The rules relating to the marketing of fruit, vegetables and wine 
do not envisage an' adjustable levy. Protection in relation to third 
countries will be essentiaüy based on the common external tariff• However, 
should imports be effected at prices which could upset the EEC market, 
an intra-Community saving clause is envisaged consisting of the application 
of special taxes to the imports concerned, or in the temporary suspensión 
of such imports, These measures will apply immediately to third countries, 
40* In the case of all the other products that were not the subject of 
special regulations, imports from third countries and the regulations 
governing them are tied to a specific level of prices in the national 
consumer market» 
4L. The revenue from the import levy in respect of agricultural commodities 
from third countries has been used together with funds from other so urces 
to set up a European Fund to provide guidance and guarantee» Thus, the 
very taxes applied to products from these third countries will be used to 
finance programmes designed to curb or eliminate those countries' access 
to the European matket. The .Fund1 s activities will be primarily directed 
towards ensuring that EEC*s agricultural market operates in a way that is 
9/ According to well-informed sources in EEC, the fixing of prices on the 
national markets will follow the law of supply and demand, "around the 
inlex price of the región where the shortage is greatest"» A minimum 
price will be established, the so-called guaranteed or support price, 
i.e» the index price reduced by not more than 10 per cent. This will 
constitute the main guarantee for agriculturalists, since surpluses 
will be purchased by the guarantor body at this price. 
In connexion with the guaranteed or support price it is interesting to 
note the EEC!s decisión as regards cereals for the period 1962-63» The 
support price is apparently fixed between upper and lower limits for all 
the countries of the Community. The máximum price is 7.5 Pe** cent abo ve 
the present wholesale price in the .aone of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
where the shortage is greatest, and the mínimum price at least 5 per cent 
above the wholesale price at present in operation in the area of highest 
production in France» As from the agricultural year 1963-64, the 
differences between the national support prices will be progressively 
reduced, since the aim of the Community is to have a single guaranteed 




consonant with the interests of European producers and consumers. It 
will therefore promote, pursuant to article 39 of the Rome Treaty, the 
optimum utilization of the factors of production and the increasirg of 
the individual earnings of persons engaged in agriculture. The 
regulations of the Fund apparently allow subsidies to be granted to producers, 
and subsidies to ensure the exportation of surpluses. 
42, Latin America is understandably concerned about the practical effects 
on its trade with Europe of the workings of the system of adjustable 
levies as well as of the manipulation of imports by means of me asures whose 
soope is determined by the movements of price levels established on 
specific bases, not to mention the possible repercussions of the subsidy 
system.^5^ As the aim of the system seems to be to even out prices upwards 
within EEC, i.e., to the level of the less efficient producers, adjustable 
duties, while providing a strong incentive to self-sufficiency, augur ill 
for the future of the traditional foreign suppliers. It is indispensable 
that there should be a thorough examination - already undertaken in 
certain respects by the ECLA secretariat - of the operation of this 
system from the standpoint of Latin America1s export interests so that 
future activity in this field can be directed towards safeguarding the 
level of the región1s trade with Europe. 
43» Possibly in response to the criticisms and misgivings aroused by 
the protectionism implicit in EEC's agricultural policy, the idea of the 
organization of markets for agricultural commodities on a world scále 
was mooted by influential European circles during the 19th session of 
GATT, when its interna! affairs seemed to have arrived, so to speak, at 
a crossroad. It had become evident, in fact, within GATT itself that, 
for various reasons, several of the larger countries were finding it very 
difficult to apply to their trade in agricultural commodities the principie 
that had prevailed when GATT was first established, namely that world 
economy functions along sounder ünes, both economically and socially, 
10/ In October 1962 GATT (Committee II) will decide whether the regulations 
that are to govern the EEC common agricultural policy are compatible 




if it is based on freedom and non-discrimination in'international 
trade. It was clear, moreover, that there was no hope of re-establishing 
the application of the relevant GATT regulations to agricultural commodities» 
This was a source of deep disáppoxntment to the less developed countries 
which, on the strength of the aforesaid principies, had been urged to 
join the world movement towards freé trade that was launched after the 
Second World Víar. In the course of the explanatóry statements made during 
the 19th session, various countries in Latin America and other regions gave 
it as their opinion, that to accord agricultural conimodities a different 
treatment from the general treatment established by GATT would be to , 
practise unfair discrimination against economies whose situation depends 
upon the level attained by their agricultural exports, Argentina, Brazil 
and Uruguay categorically maintained that the extensión of one treatment 
to agricultural commodities. and another to the remaining international 
trade items was incompátible with' GATT, It was even saíd that if 'a 
distinction continued to be made, it might be necessary to invoke, inter 
alia» article XXIII of GATT, authorizing the application of the compen-
satory measures referred to before (parágraphs 12-13 above). 
44, As yet there is little backgróund information available from which to 
assess the implications of the plan for the international organization of . 
agricultural commodity markets which the French MInister for Finance outlined 
11/ * at the 19th session of GATT.^ . To judge by what was said at the time and 
11/ As the outcome of the discussibns at the 19th session, inter-governmental 
groups carried out studies on conditions governing access tó the world 
market, especially as regards trade in cereals, beef and mutton and 
some tropical-zone products, Among the Latin American countries whose 
representatives took part in the work of the groups during 1962, the 
prevailing impression is that the practical achievements of the groups 
amount to little, On the whole, the EEC and Coimonwealth countries seem 
to be anxious for the work not to proceed quickly, since they are waiting 
the results of the current negotiations on the possible entry of the. 





by some details provided recently, the applicatión of the plan would 
malee,, it- possible, over the médium and lóng term, to regúlate the 
conditions governing access'to the world market through a quota system 
at remunerative prices, fixed at the EEC ievel. VJithin the EEC territory 
it is to be supposed that the less efficient producers will influence . 
that level-for some time to come» This would finally do away with the 
system of national subsidies for éxports after a preparation period 
lasting up to 1970. Some special administrative mechanism might be set 
up whereby measures would be devised to elimínate the present disparities 
between production and dernánd in the case of individual products, as 
well as to guarantee prices ánd quota volume, 
45» In order to restore and preserve the balance between world production 
demand, the problem of the disposal of agricultural surpluses would be 
tackled on a clearly-defined basis of international assistance® There 
is, for instance, the Development Aid Group (DAG) operating in Paris within 
the framework of the Organization for Economic, Co-operation and Development 
(OECD). It is hoped to conclude an agreement under DAG whereby the ESC 
and EPTA countries, together with the United States, Cañada and Japan would 
set aside a certain proportion of their national income - possibly 1 per 
cent'- for financing an over-all prógramme of assistance to the less-
developed countries» 
Thé promotérs of the plan apparently intend'that a quarter of the 
fundá thus obtained should be devoted to international food campaigns, 
food being donated in such a way as not to disrupt the agricultural 
development of the recipient countries, and the agricultural worker in 
those countries being assured of subsidies from the same source. It 
has been suggested that the system might be administered through regional 
organizations, co-ordinated at the top by an international ageney. 
46» The plan sketched out seems to have been kept very much in the 
forefront during the discussions on the possible entry of the United 
Kingdom into EEC, to be dealt with later (paragraphs 51-64 below). The 
adoption óf this plan by EEC, enlarged by the inclusión of the United 




of the British market, which is vitally important for certain Latin 
American exports. It is well known that, while that market subsidizes 
domestic agriculture, protects it in certain cases by customs duties, 
and gives tariff preference to its Commonwealth assoclates, in general 
it hands over the task of supplying the balance of the demand to 
importers, without quantitative restrictions, allowing them to compete 
freely on the basis of price and quality. Would the proposed market 
organization put an end to this system, under which various Latin American 
countries carry on their trade with the British market? 
47» The idea of market organization does not appear to have been launched 
without considerable forethoughto In fact, on 30 June 1962, infomation 
carne from Brussels, in connexion with the current United Kingdom' 
negotiations with.EEC, that EEC was proposing to invite the principal 
exporters and importers of temperate-zone agricultural commodities to 
an international conference» 
According to european sources, the first point which was to be 
considered was that EEC, expanded by the incorporatíon of the United 
Kingdom, would absorb half the world!s commercial imports of wheat, 
two thirds those of dairy products, three quarters those of meat and 
a third of the imports of sugar. Consideration was also to be given 
to the present disruption of markets by such factors as low prices, 
surpluses and subsidies, as well as by the existence of vast areas 
that are under-supplied. . All these matters give rise to problems which 
might be solved by means of international collaboration, The projected 
conference'to promote international market organization will probably 
take place in 1963 on the basis of a joint declaration on the part of 
EEC and the United Kingdom issued prior to the entry of the latter, 
if, as is expected, the negotiations under way are brought to a 
successful conclusión. The products on which an attempt would be 
made to reach an international agreement - preceded by certain provisional 
arrangements valid for an interim period - would be wheat, barley, rye, 
serghum, beef, butter and sugar, An endeavour would also be made- to 




In order to make the respective agreements thoroughly international 
in scope, the following points x^ ould be taken into account: (a) the price 
and subsidy policies of both exporting and importing countries; (b) the 
máximum and minimum quantities admissible in international trade; (c) the 
policy of stocks and their financing; and (d) the requirements of countries 
whose population is under-nourished, 
The expanded EEC would act as a single unit for the purpose of the 
agreements, which would be reviewed every three years, 
48, The success of the market organization plan will depend to some 
extent on the attitude of the United States towards it, It should not 
be forgotten that the United States economy is under heavy pressure as 
a result of the accumulation of agricultural surpluses and the concómitant 
system of subsidies, which give rise to problems similar in certain 
respects to those of the European countries,^/ 
The following data indicate the importance of the psrt to be 
played by the United States in the outcome of the EEC agricultural 
policy and its possible adaptation in the light of the market organization 
plan* 
During and in connexion with the fifth GATT Tariff Conference, 
important standstill agreements were concluded between the United States 
13/ 
and EEC, Cañada also reached similar agreements,—^ These stipulate 
that the countries belonglng to EEC wül make every effort to avoid 
any change that would have an adverse effect on the level of wheat 
imports from Cañada and thé United States or other grains from the 
latter country, until the common agricultural policy has been put into 
effect, It was also decided that, not later than 30 June 19639 EEC 
would institute negotiations with both countries on the impact of the 
12/ According to an article in The Econcmist of 30 June 1962, the 
Baumgartner Flan would appenr to have been provisionolly adopted 
by the United States, 
13/ The EEC Council apparently agreed at the end of July 1962 that the 
present system for importing agricultural commodities from countries 
with a centrally-planned economy should remain in forcé for five 
months without any modification in the respective quotas. This is 





common agricultural policy on the imports in question. It agreed to 
hold consultations or táke corrective measures if, as a result of that 
policy, such imports were.to drop appreciably below the level agreed 
upon in the negotiations. 
It was agreed that, once the relevant regulations of thé • common 
agricultural policy were being applied, negotiations should be opened 
on the situation of -United States exports of wheat, maize, serghum and 
. 14/ 
49 • Iíisofar as they help to throw light on some poínbs that should be 
cleared up, it is interesting to note - for what they are worth — the 
first reactions of responsable Latin American circles to the market . 
organization plan* Admittedly the question merits lengthy and careful 
consideration, but meanwhile these reactions can be summarized as 
follows: 
(a) Untü the plan is^  put into practice, there would apparently 
be a transition -period.- during which the system of adjüstable 
duties would be in full forcé for several years. Accordingly 
there are grounds for fearing that the combined effects of the 
investment programme to raise agricultural productivity and the 
system of adjüstable duties will give a fillij) to Europeas 
tendere y towards self-sufficiency, and will narrow the margin 
left at the end of the transition period for fixing quotas 
for its traditional foreign suppliers. 
(b) Acceptance of the plan would be tantamount to admitting the 
impossibility of keeping a competitive foot in EEC markets , 
and po'ssibly in the United Kingdom market, which means that, 
under the increasing pressure of European self-sufficiency, 
Latin America might eventually find it almost impossible to 
dispose of its agricultural. commodities in Europe. 
1/j/ See United States Department of - Apicultura, Foreign Agriculture 
Circular. Grain P.Ga8-62, Washington, May 1962. . . ' 
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(c) Instead of quotas in terms of fixed quantities, which would tend 
to represent a decreasing proportion of consumption, would it 
not be more equitable to establish quotas on the basis of 
speciüc proportions ? 
(d) To judge from'what is known of the plan, the question arises 
whether it is not likely to aggravate the adverse effect of 
EEC*s agricultural policy on the. specialized export trade of 
certain Latin American countries* One result of this policy 
might be, for instance, to forcé Latin America to Üll the gap 
in its foreign exchange earnings as a result of the reduction 
of meat purchases, by increasing the production and export of 
secondary crops, to the serious detriment of its agricultural 
15/ economy©--'' 
(e) The Latin American countries that have attained a high rate of 
productivity for some agricultural commodities would find that 
instead of being able to sell their goods on the scale indicated 
by their competa ti ve ability, they must resign themselves to 
accepting a system that did not offer any particular incentive 
for the maintenance of efficiency, 
(f) Given the importance of co-ordinating Latin America *s trade 
policy, pie cerne al product-by-product negotiation seems to be 
a potential source of conflicto The interests of the Latin 
American countries might well be incompatible with the 
regulations envisaged for the international marketing of 
specific products* For instance, Argentina is a ma¿ov 
exporter. of wheat, and Brazil a major importer, In cases such 
as these, a different criterion would obviously have to be 
adopted for fixing prices and quotas, vdthin the purview of 
the discussion on each agreement^ 
15/ An agreement between EEC, Benelux and the United States is envisaged 
whereby meat production would be increa¡re/I9 at reduped costs and with 
social benefit to farmers, Land that is now used for growing secondary 
crops for animal fodder would be set aside for this purpose* Fodder 
would then have to be importeda 
/(g) If events 
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(g) , If events bring Latin America to negotiate the terms of the 
market organization plan, in which EEC and possibly the 
United Kingdom would act in concert a prior examination 
should be made of the possibility of adopting a common 
position in the negotiations as a whole and in individual 
discussions# 
(h) Once the possible bases of co-ordination have been defined 
by the Latin American countries themselves. it seems 
desirable that^ through some appropriate mechanism for the 
co-ordination of its trads policy, Latin America should hold 
conversations with the United States with a viexf to obtaining 
its support - as already given in the past - for Latin 
America *s views. This backing would be particularly valuable 
for the negotiations on the market organization plan, the 
negotiations within GATT and negotiations in other agencies* 
The converaations would make it clear what are the points 
of agreement on which United States support should be 
requested. 
50. The foregoing considerations refer in particular to agricultural 
commodities from the temperate zones. Those from tropical zones m i l 
be discussed later (paragraphs 66-81 below), in connexion with the 
question of the stage reached by the negotiations for revising the 
association agreement between EEC and the African countries® 
5. The European Common Markets 
(a) Entrv of the United Kingdom into EEC 
51. Pending developments whose final outcome is impossible to foresee 
include, in addition to those relating to market organization (paragraphs 
43-50 above), the possible accession of the United Kingdom to EEC and 
the future treatment which this would imply for the Commonwealth countries. 
The latters* exports, besides certain ores, metáis and manufactured goods, 
include wheat, meat, fats, wool, coffee, cacao and bananas, products 
similar to those exported by Latin America. The competitive position of 
/Latin America» s 
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Latin Americars exports' in EEC would deteriórate if their counterparts 
from the Commonwealth were accorded any kind of preferential treatment 
as a result of the United Kingdom's eritry into the European Common 
Market, 
52. The inccrporation of the United Kingdom would have repercussions 
on the situation of the agricultural commodities produced in EEC 
countries themselveS. Objeqtions were raised to the idea of sane form 
of membership excluding agriculture as was suggested at an early stage -
because, among other reasons, national agricultural policies have a 
certain effect on industrial prices, and henee on competition in 
general within the European Common Market. Furthermore, membership 
of the latter is conducive to the solution of product!vity problems. 
53* To judge from the preliminary stage of the discussions, it is con-
sidered essential in authoritative European circles that insistence 
upon any requisite or evidence relating to markets of origin be avoided 
for common market purposes once the period of transition is over, This 
objective pursued by EEC is attainable through the establishment of the 
common external tariff, The admission of countries to membership on 
the basis of formulas freeing them from the obligation to participate 
in the common external tariff would imply a reversión to the system 
of the free-trade area and therefore to the need for requiring evidence 
of markets of origin, which is a violation of the principie of unrestricted 
freedom of circulation for goods proper to the Common Market, 
54» The intricate negotiations on the possible entry of the United 
Kingdom have been proceeding since the end of 1961 in respect of four 
distinct, but closely related and in actual fact indivisible Ítems, 
Three of these have to do with existing treaties, to which the United 
Kingdom would accede, namely those of EEC, the European Goal and Steel 
Community (CECA) and the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM). 
The fourth item concerns United Kingdom participation in the projected 




In the case of the treaties, the negotiations are being conducted. 
simultaneously with the executive authorities of each one. In practice 
these negotiations ape co-ordinated at a high government level and are., 
closely related to those on political unión. 
55. One of the main problems discussed in the negotiations is the adoption 
by the United Kingdom of the EEG external tariff and the way in: which . . 
the application of the tariff would affect the preferential treatment. , 
given to the Commoriwealth in the British market, 
56. A question discussed in advance was the negotiation procedure 
- whether. the. essential concentration would be on the study of.the 
situation of each of the. Commonwea.lth countries individually or whether 
the approach to the respective problems would be an examination of the . 
situation of each product or group of products. The problems were 
finálly classified by countries in the following .ways 
(a) Countries exporting manufactured or intermedíate goods ; 
which would suffer by the adoption of the EEC extérnal tariff 
: on the part of the United Kingdomj 
(b) Countries that, whether or not harmed in this wáy, would see 
their exports to the United Kingdom market affected by the new 
competition from EEC associate States, such as the African 
countries; 
(c) Countries that, apart from the aforesaid damage, would be 
affected in other ways by the EEC's agricultural policy 
(d) Countries or areas - Cyprus, Malta, Gibralter, Aden - whose 
problems with respect to the entry of the United Kingdom into 
EEC are of another kind, and derive particularly from their : 
special systems of storage and transit. 
57« WLth respect to the exports of special intersst to countries in the 
first two groups, the United Kingdom has mooted the possibility of freeing 
a number of agriculturál and industrial goods from all payment of duty 




In the case of tropical agricultural qommodities, the suspensión 
of custdns duties or their reduction to a very lew level would -depend 
üporf thé new association agreement between ESC and its former ©verseas 
territoip.es in África, This agreement is hardly conceivable. without 
the préferential treatment for African exports now accorded by EEC, 
It is apparently thought feasible to malee certain reductions in the. 
• « * • 
duties on specific products under the EEC external tariff, thereby diminish-
ing thé present margin of preference in favour of the African countries, 
In this connexion it is interesting to note that on 3 <faly 1962 the 
agreement which seems to have been reached with EEC was, made publio 
in Brussels, Under this agreement the levels of duty envisaged in ^ 
the external tariff for cacao and coffee would rop 40 per cent 
' (25 per cent reduction and 15 per cent suspensión), It would not be 
surprising if similar decisions were taken shortly on other tropical 
products, excluding bananas and wood, as well-informed circles have 
predicted, Discussions on tea are being held which may- lead to its 
complete exemption from the EEC external tariff or to a 40 per cent 
reduction in the present level, 
58. The course taken by the negotiations may well be a sign that the 
discussion of specific problems ^ relating to the products in question 
or to the particular situation of the Commonwealth country concerned will 
lead to a series of practical solutions mainly envisaging the eventual 
and complete adoption of the EEC external tariff by the United Kingdom 
market with certain modifications, following a period of transition 
during which the United Kingdom would apply a quota system. According 
to a statement made after the ministerial conference of 30 June 1962 it 
has not yet been agreed whether these quotas would be tariff-based, 
i,e, governed by the price system, which is essentially EECfs policy, 
or quantitative, as the United Kingdom hopes, in order to assure Common-
wealth exporter countries of a certain income. 
Technical and financial assistance would be given to Commonwealth 
countries in process of development in order to facilítate the adjust-




Mention has already been made (paragraph 43 above) of the understanding 
reached in principie at the end of June, whereby the United Kingdom and 
EEG acting together would convene a world conference on the organization 
i 
of markets for temperate-z one products in 1963» This would be an event 
of the utmost importance» 
59» One salient point still remains to be settled during the present 
negotiations. The United Kingdom is anxious for the preferences currently 
applisd in the Commonwealth to tempgrate-zone agricultural commodities 
to remain in forcé until international agreements on market organization 
have actually been concluded. In this way the duration of the preferential 
treatment would not be tied to a predetermined transition period. EEC, 
on the other hand, seems to consider it indispensable to fix a deadline. 
60. If the negotiations under way lead to the gradual disappearance of 
the Commonwealth tariff preference system, it may be asked whether 
association agreements are likely to be entered into thereafter between 
the Commonwealth countries and EEC expanded by the incorporation of 
the United Kingdom. 
In this connexion, EEC and the United Kingdom seemingly agreed at the 
above-mentioned ministerial meeting on 30 June 1962 that the United 
Kingdom should hold conversations with Commonwealth countries to ascertain 
which of them were interested in the possibility of eventual association 
with EEC. It is not clear from the information available whether the 
talks would include all or only a few of the Commonwealth countries. 
In addition, the European Parliament, at a meeting held at Strassbourg 
a few days before (26 June), adopted a resolution to the effect that solutions 
to the problems raised by the entry of the tfoited Kingdom into EEC should 
be sought in the association of the Commonwealth countries with the Community, 
61, The foregoing chiefly concerns the problems that the preferential 
treatment given to Commonwealth countries in the British market will 
present in relation to the possible incorporation of the United Kingdom 
in EEC. In connexion with other aspects of the procedure, negotiations 




certain amount of time in which to adapt itself to the rules governing 
EEC's agricultura! policy, so that the necessary readjustments can be 
made and the level of income of the British peasant safeguarded. * It " 
would not be surprising if this part of the negotiations weré to b&ñjg 
about certain changes in the regulations governing EEC*s agricultural 
policy. 
62. If, as seems likely, the general negotiations are successful, it 
is unlikely that the United Kingdomfs membership of EEC will become 
effective before January 1963• 
63» As regards the picture that emerges from the negotiations' between" 
EEC and the United Kingdom, there is no doubt that, quite apart from 
deyelopments in regard to agriculture, their results will be instrumental 
— perhaps extrernely so - in deelding whether ESC is to continué to 
develop the strong tendency towards self-sufficiency inherent i'n any 
market grouping based on discriiainatory treatment, or whether it will 
become less exclusive and help to promote greater freedom of trade 
throughout the western world. 
The time is not yet ripe for hazarding conjectures. For the first 
alternative to materialice, the United Kingdom would have to become a 
member without any appreciable changes taking place in the basic principies 
followed by EEC in such matters as the external tariff, definition of 
origin, the common agricultural policy and the régime of association with' 
former overseas territories. Nevertheless, unless unforeseen breakdowns 
occur, the trend of the present negotiations leaves a margin of possibility 
for events to take the second of the two alternatives indicated. Víithout 
violating the basic principies referred to, it is very difficult to find 
a solution to the. problems raised by the incorporation of the United 
Kingdom into EEC and the consequent weakening or disappearance of the 
Commonwealth preference system. In connexion with this difficulty, another 
possibility is crystallizing for ESC: the association of Australia, 
Cañada, Ceylon, India, Pakistan, New Zealand and other Commonwealth 
countries with the European Common Market. Apart from producing radical 




between EEC and Africa, which will be dealt with later (paragraphs 66-81 
below). It would be hard to maintain in Europe discriminatory treatment 
that favoured African exports to the detriment of other associates1 
foreign trade. Taking an optimistic view, all this suggests that it 
is not beyond the bound§ of possibility that EEC may take on the aspect 
of a vast free~trade area for non~agricultural commodities at least, 
an area broadened by the addition of the European countries that are now 
grouped in EFTA, The latter would disappear once the United Kingdom - its 
chief member - entered the European Common Market. 
64» This trend of events seems to be in keeping with the situation as 
foreseen by the United States. It h^s often been observed that two 
opposing forces exist in United States trade policy which are generally 
difficult to reconcile: a protectionist trend, based on the relative 
unimportance of its exports, and another in favour of free trade and 
frankly advocating the adoption of the unconditional nost-favoured-nation 
clause as the norm for international trade relations. Over and above 
these tendencies, the motives which led the United States to support 
the formation of a European common market were, as is well known; chiefly 
political. The decisive influence exerted by the United States' btand 
in GATT during the discussions that followed the submission of the1 Rome 
Treaty for GATT1s views should be remembered in this respect. But wiihout 
prejudice to.this support the concept of a kind of Atlantic economic•com-
munity, capable of working towards the same political objectives as the 
European Common Market but not using the discriminatory treatment inherent 
in the application of the Rome Treaty as a weapon against the growth of 
trade relations in the Viest, inspires strong sympathy in power.ful United 
States circles. If EEC continúes to develop along the same lines as at 
present, it would not be surprising if the somewhat disconcerting step 
announced recently and demonstrating the rapidity with.which the European 
Common Market has strengthened its international standing « the application 
of tariff reprisals to the United States - were taken again in future. 
If, on the other hand, the entry of the United Kingdom leads to a change 
in some of EECfs basic lines of policy, it would also not be surprising 




United States - whose Governiaent has made some unequivocal statements 
in this respect - and the European Common Market and its associates. 
Accordingly, although none of this looks straight forward as things stand 
at present, it would be wise, in examining Latin America1s position in 
relation to the new turn in affairs, not to rule out entirely all 
possibility of a development of this kirzd« • The repercussions on Latin 
American interests of a closed^shop ESC - open only to a preferential 
system for Africa - would undoubtedly be very different from those of a 
Community open to all countries and integrated into a wlda range of markets. 
Within the sphere of the latter it might be possible io pzevent tariff 
treatment from imposing other discrimixistions besides rhose that derive 
from the system of incentives offered by the major importing centres to 
manufactured goods from less-developed countries. 
(b) EEC political unión 
65* With respect to this project, whose future also seems to depend on 
the negotiations under way between EEC and the United Kingdom, it was 
agreed by the Chiefs of State of the Six, at a meeting held on 18 July 1961 
at Bonn, that the desire for European political unión implicit in the 
CECA, EEC and EURATOM treaties should be given constitutional form. k 
commission was appointed to draft statutes for the political unión, with 
due regard for: 
(a) The development of common action in defence of human rights, 
democracy security and economic and social progress; 
(b) The co-ordination of foreign policy; 
(c) The creation of a Council whose meetings would be attended every 
four months by Chiefs of State and more frequently by their 
respective Ministers for Foreign Affairs. The decisions of 
the Council would require unanimity, the votes of all the members 
having equal weight; 
(d) The establishment of an Assembly composed of representatives 
of CECA, EEC and EURATOM; and 
/(e) The formation 
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(e) The formation óf a political consnission in the nature. of a 
• - secretariat which would prepare the backgroupd for the de.cisions 
of the Council ánd' see tó their fuifilment. 
* i •. • 
(c) Association between. EEC. and African countries . 
66. ;This question has án importent bearing* bn the future of "Latin 
America*sexports of tropical products to Europe, which might be 
adversely affected if EEG :maintains: its >>tariff-preferences .in favour of' 
African countries» Since,. depending. on the course of ewnts," thése 
preferences might cover not only the natural'product but ios industrial 
derivatives as well, the competitive püwer of the country exporting the 
former would be substantially- increased; - In the case of bananas, for 
example, the competivive status of the exporter country in-respect of • 
the unripe fruit depends not only on the treatment accorded to .this 
commodity by the purchasing market but also to the treatment^given to. 
banana meal. . 
67. The basic provisións now in forcé, and due to be renewed .or super— . 
seded early in 1963, alicer for thé^duty-free entry into the ESC countries 
of primary commodities ánd manufactured goods from their former over se as 
territorios in Africa. These territories, on the other hand, can levy 
duties on imports from their European associates. It is taken for 
granted that political motives will play an important part in the decisions 
ultimately adopted with respect to the future of this syátem.' 
68. Reference has often been made in Europe to the desirability - again 
for political reasons- of smoothing out or harmohizing the tariff régiiae 
instituted- beween SEO and its former overseas territories and "the treatment 
to be accorded to the Commonwealth in connexion with the United Kingdom?s 
entry into the European Common Market. It is recognizéd' in various 
circles in Europe that it is important to avoid the'conflicts which would 
arise if different treatment were givéri ta'Europets imports from its" 
former overseas territories and to those-íroni the Commonwealth. Harmonization 
would give the Commonwealth countries some compensation for the setback 




market if the United Kingdom joins E3C0 Ñor must the possibility be 
excluded that after a while the new bases for the association of EEC 
with Africa^ and possibly with the Commonwealth countries, may result 
in the establishment of a system of minimum prices and quota tonriages 
for certain agricultural prodxicts from supplier countries belongirig 
to the association^ . until the international agreements on market 
organization mentioned above have been concluded (see paragraphs 43-47)o 
69. A short while ager^ a draft prepared in EEC uas issued^ providing 
a basis for discussing with the African countries the final terms of the 
association that will represent the relatio:is between the Community and 
its forme r overseas territories for five years, beginning in January 1963» 
It is not yet known whether the association will eventually assume the 
legal form of a free-trade areac The text of the draft P which brings 
together a large number of the conclusions reached at the first ministerial 
17/ 
meeting between EEC <s African associates and the EEC Council, consists 
of fifty-eight articles, followed by seven protocols and three deolarations 
of intentionc 
In the preamble, laying dcwn general principies, it is established 
that there will be equaiity between the partners* Subsequencly, the 
part dealing with objectives stipulates that these should promote the 
economic, social and cultural development of the African States® Then 
follow a series of provisions by virtue of which EEC membeis are to 
elimínate customs duties on imports from their sixteen African associates. 
In so doing they are to abide by the same rules as those applied by the 
Treaty of Rome to reduce or suspend existing tariff charges on trade 
between EEC members. Apart from these measures^ the duties on imports 
of the follaclng goods are to be completely abolished in January 1963? 
bananas, pineapples, coconuts, coffee not roasted and or freed of caffeine, 
tea, pepper, not crushed or ground, vanilla^ cloves, cacao (beans whole 
or broken, raw or unroasted) and tropical wood (sawn but not fürther prepared) 
16/ See Euroge, Bulletin No. 1273, Luxembourg, 24 May 1962, pp* 1-3. 
Y¡J See Bulletin of the EEC, Fifth Yeer, No. 1, Binaseis, January 1962, 
pp. 13-19o 
/70. Similarly, as 
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70. Similar ly, as of that date, products that are duty-free when they 
come from the African associates must, in order to enter EEC, pay the 
whole of the duty established for such products in the EEC external 
tariff if they come from third countries. 
71. In respect of quantitative restrictions, EEC proposes to apply to 
imports fraa its African associates the same measures of liberalization 
as govern trade relations among EEC members. 
72. As regards imports into African countries from EEC countries, these 
will be given non-discriminatory treatment. In other words, the import 
duty imposed on a particular product from one EEC country will be 
equivalent to the duty levied on the same product from other EEC countries. 
Any African customs duties in effect on 1 January 1963 that are 
applied selectively to certain EEC countries will be abolished forthwith. 
If at that same date the duty on a particular product is applied to all 
EEC countries alike, the ,process of abolition will b© gradual, the 
incidence being reduced by 15 per cent every year beginning in July 1963. 
73* It should be added that the duty applied by an African State to 
specific imports from EEC may in no case be heavier than the duty on a 
similar product from a third country. 
74* Import quotas applied by the African States to goods from EEC countries 
will be eliminated if the latter have not used them for two consecutive 
years. The remainder will be transformed into a single comprehensive 
quota for each product, in EEC'a favour, equal to the sum of the 1962 
quotas expanded by 20 per cent. The quota system for imports of goods 
from EEC into the associated African States is to be eliminated by 
Jánuary 1967. 
75* After prior consultation with the Council to be set up as an organ 
of the association, the African States may apply norwiiscriminatory 
duties and quotas to imports from EEC, whenever this is necessary to 
stimulate the creation and development of new industries or for sound 
fiscal reasons. 
/76. In addition, 
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76. In addition, the draft contains provisions dealing with matters 
such as the following: (a) definition of the circuías tan ees in which 
EEC countries would be entitled to take certain protective measures 
with respect to restrictions on imports from the African Statesj 
(b) due consideration by EEC for the interests of its African associates 
under the common agricultural policy in respect of certain commodities 
produced by them that compete on the markets with products from countries 
in other regions; and (c) participation of the African States in the 
new Development Fund set up to finance investment for economic and social 
development, carry out technical co-operation and promote the marketing 
of agricultural commodities. Investment would take place through loans 
at a low rate of interest or, in some cases, through the granting of 
subsidies. 
For those purposes the Development Fund would contribute about 
730 million dollars in thé form of loans and donations during the five-
ye ar period 1963-67, and another 50 million.would be supplied by the 
European Investment Bank. An increasing proportion of this sum would be 
allotted every year to projeets relating to the infrastructure and the 
diveraification of production, and increasingly smaller amounts to the 
sale of tropical products such as coffee, cotton, tobacco, sugar and 
oil-bearing plants. The rate at which these annual allotments are 
increased and decreased will be decided by agreement between EEC and 
the African countries» 
77» Little by little the terms will be laid down on which industrial 
and commercial undertakings from EEC countries can be established in the 
associated African States. 
78. The organs of the Commission will be: (a) the Council, whose 
decisions must be unanimous. This will comprise the EEC Council (one 
vote) and the representatives of the associated African States (one vote 
in all); (b) the Committee, consisting of a representative from every 
EEC country, an EEC representative and a representative from each African 
Statej and (c) the Parliamentary Assembly, which will meet at least once 
a year. This will consist of representatives of the European Parliament 
and an equal number of representatives from the Parliameñts of the 
associated African States* 
/?9» The discussions 
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79» The discussions in EEC of tfye bases for negotiátion summariaéd above 
(paragraphs 69-78) gave an opportunity to.some EEC members to declare 
themselves in favour of a,reduction in the preferential tréatment applied 
under the common external tariff to tropical agricultural commodities. 
In this connexion, as. stated before (paragraph 57 above), an agreement 
appears to have been reached in Brussels on 3 July 1962 whereby the duties 
fixed by the common external tariff for coffee and cacao would be cut 
by 40 per cent. This would appear to,have somethifcg to do with the 
representations made by third countries, including Brazil, that have 
long supplied Europe with these commodities.. 
80. Ón 4 añd 5 J^ly 1962 a meeting at the ministerial level took place 
between the EEC Council and the associated African States with a view 
to éxpediting the relevant negotiations. The meeting was unable to come 
to an understanding on some of the commercial, financial and administrative 
aspéets of the association. The representatives.of the African countries 
apparentiy cpnsidered that the. amount pffered for diversification and 
marketing of production was not enough to compénsate for the abolition 
of the system of subsidies prevailing in some of France!s former over-' 
seas territories, and they therefore requested that the same system be 
maintained, In any case, the allotment of the funds would be independent 
of any additional assistance that individual African States might obtain 
bilaterally from EEC members. The ministerial meeting will be reconvened 
in September to enable the experts to carry on with their technical 
studies in the meantime. 
81, Some of the camments which the convention between the African States 
and EEC has-évoked in Latin America are.summed up below: 
(a) The preferential treatment accorded to Africa has given a great 
boost to its economic ^development by stimulating its exports. Combined 
as it is with financial and technical assistance to improve productivity 
and marketing, this preferential treatment will .enable an increasiftgly 
large volume of African products to enter the world. market, and precisely 
those items which Latin America traditionally exports and which are 
becoming more and more problematic as far as marketing is concerned. 
/(b) Xf the 
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(b) .If the renewal of EEC'-s preferential treatment for Africa turne 
out to be inevitable, this will set a precedent that might authorize 
Latin America to consult with the United States on the possible'establish-
ment of spme form of preference in the United States market for particular 
items of great actual or potential importance for the Latin American 
countries1 balance of payments. The precedent provided by the first 
association agreement between EEC and its former overseas territories, 
and now likely to be endorsed by the new convention gives sufficient 
grounds for overruling any objections that third countries might put 
forward, on the strength of the GATT rules, to the possible concession 
of preferential tariff treatment to Latin America by the United States 
provided the relevant negotiations show that their interests coincide 
on certain points, In view of the fruitful economic collaboration in 
the past between Lating America and the United States there are good 
prospects of an understanding being reached. 
(c) Would the association convention between EEC and the African 
countries constitute an obstacle to the eventual conclusión of trade 
agreements between those countries and Latin America? Such agreements 
would aim at obtaining on the basis of reciprocity, the same tariff 
treatment for Latin America*s exports to Africa as for their European 
counterparts. The opening of the African market might be one way in which 
Latin America could be indemnified for the damage it has suffered through 
the restfciction of its exports to the European market as a result of 
the discrimination practised 'in favour of the African countries. 
6. Bargaining power 
82. The solution to the problems with which Latin America is beset 
as a result of the present trend in world trade policy will primarily 
come from the región itself, if it makes satisfactory progress towards 
the formation of its common market, allowing autonomous economic growth 
and increasing that rate of growth and adapting the structure of certain 




strengthening its bargaining pc¡wer vis-5.-vis third countries or economic 
groupings in other regions. It is essential to strengthen,this bargaining 
capacity, since groups such as EEC, are largely motivated by political 
; considerations beside which arguments inspired by economic facts "lose 
their significance, particularly if the representations in question; 
are made .by countries acting in isolatipn.. Any negctiation therefore 
needs to be. solidly backed by a common political purpose, translated 
into proper co-ordination and based on a plan of action and programme 
of practical targets it is desired to attain. 
83* - One obstacle to the strengthening of bargaining power is the 
-limited number of Latin American-specialists in these fields and the 
natural concern frequently aroused in Governments by the employment 
of foreign experts when negotiation tactics have to be devised in 
respect of matters in which interests may be involved that run counter 
to those of countries or groups. of countries in other regionsr^ The 
scarcity of specialists is another. reason for making full use of those 
that are available for the benefit of the región,., and this cannot be 
done without,proper co-ordination. 
84.:- As is pointed out in paragraph 81 aboye, it is important for Latin 
America*s bargaining power that this should.be based on similarity of 
interests between Latin America and the United States if these interests 
are to carry.weight in the course of the negotiations with EEC and in 
GATT. 
18/ For purposes of training in trade policy, the Governments members 
of ECLA agreed that. sp.ecialized courses should be given (resolution 
14 (III) of the Trade Coámitteeadopted on 10 May 1961). The 
first.pf these courses is being prepared and will be attended by 




Among the possible points of economic agreement, some thought 
should be given to the following. If in view of the trends apparent 
at the present time - in the Western European countries towards 
economic recovery, in the Latin American countries towards stagnation 
of their export trade (see annex I, table 4)> and in the United States 
towards the shrinking of their gold and foreign exchange reserves as 
a result of balance-of-payments problems - the increase in real income 
in the Western European countries could be partly used to expand their 
purchases in Latin America, the latter región would be able to impprt 
more from the United States. Apart from its importance for western 
soüdarity, this would have a favourable impact on international 
liquidity, to the benefit of all concerned* 
85. One limitation to Latin America's power of negotiation comes from 
the fact that, since its countries as a whole make scant use of the 
opportunities offered by GATT as a forum in which a kind of coinparative 
assessment may be made of the major international trade flows. Some 
of the rules laid down for this comparison could be made use of by 
Latin America ** if it acted in a thorough and co-ordinated way «- to 
protect and expand its own exports* 
86. There are signs that great care will be taken in the negotiations 
with economic groupings in other regipns and that a clear distinction 
will be drawn between the economic and the trade angle, since the 
frequent tendency to harbour illusions as a result of the prospect 
of economic assistance can easily undermine action in the field of 
trade. This is the source of the principal difficulties afflicting 
Latin America's external balance of payments. 
7. Financial matters and technical assistance 
87» As already stated (paragraph 12 ), authoritative circles 
in Europe seem in general to incline towards collaboration with Latin 
America in financial and technical assistance matters rather than towards 
negotiable tariff agreements of a compensatory nature. Such compensatory 




the Latin American economies by the establishment of the external tariff, 
by measures inherent in the common agricultural policy, or by preferential 
treatment for Africa. -
In this connexion, since responsible circles in. Latin America consider 
that however valuable the financial ánd technical collaboration of SBC 
may be, it can never replace the necessary trade agreements,^/ it is 
desirable that the Latin'American countries should .find some co-ordinated 
means of expressing their'víews with respect to such collaboration also, 
The fact that a numbér of different órganizations deal with these matters 
in relation to Latin America is an impediment to the definition of 
principies and to the establishment of agreements that would le.ad to 
practical action. 
These organizations include the EEC Commission and Council of 
Ministers, and the Development 'Aid Group (DAG) in the Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (GECD).. . Another agency likely 
to be of import anee may also' be established. This would be a Commission, 
possibly with its headquartérs in Paris, and-, within the puryiew of EEC!s 
political organization it would concern itself chiefly with financial 
questions and technieal assistance for Latin'America from the countries 
making up the European Common Market. 
83. The role allotted to DAG is' essentially to promote the co-oi*dination 
and efficacy of measures to aid the léss-developed countries.. It will 
begin by making a sort of inventory of the OECD countries1 activities in 
this respect, and hold periodic'meetings, possibly once a year, to examine 
the situation and study the báses for co-ordinated action. There is a 
general impression in Latín America that progress vriJLl not be very rapid, 
because of the variety óf circumstances, motives.and principies - some of 
them peculiar to.the application of the various countries' foreign policy 
- that determine the respective conduct of CECD members. 
It has been suggésted, as already" mentioned in this document, that 
during the initial stages DAG*s activities may specifically relate to the 
establishment of a minimum level of assistance for the less advanced 
countries. This might perhaps be fixed at 1 per cent of the income of 
19/ Annex I, tables 5 and 6, demónstrate the importánce of the Western 
European market for Latin America1s exports. 
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each DAG member. It has also been proposed by DAG that, in due course, 
it should concern itself with encouraging the formation of financial 
consortia to pave the way for the application of specific over-all 
development plans. In such cases, the country assisted would be invited 
to join a special DAG group. 
89* With respect to the inflow of capital into Latin America, it is 
felt in certain European circles that the establishment of some form of 
multilateral insurance to cover non-commercial risks in foreign investment 
would to a certain extent help to raise the future level of such investment 
The World Bank has been requested to study certain economic and financial 
aspects of a draft agreement on the subject which was prepared by OECD 
without the participation of the Latin American countries or of its 
non-members. 
90. Viewed as a whole, European experience with respect to long-term export » 
credits cannot be regarded as satisfactory, according to competent observers. 
Not only does it to a certain extent make for the preservation of bilateralism 
and have an unfortunate effect on the monetary system, but it produces a type 
of competition whose repercussions have been felt equally by the different 
countries.-^/ 
20/ It is public knowledge that, in a document recently submitted to the 
EEC Council of Ministers, the EEC Commission pointed out the desirability 
of considering, as part of a plan of action embracing other aspects 
of the relations between EEC and Latin America, ways and means of 
facilitating direct investment in Latin America through the establishment 
of a guarantee fund to assure the profitability and security of such 
investments* With the same end in mind, it is also recommended that 
Latin American securities should be offered for sale on the European 
stock market. 
21/ European experts theoretically believe that, for Latin America, it 
would be best to reg&rd any system of credit for inter-Latin American 
exports simply as a complement to import credits, and to make every 
effort to finance the latter by means of international public funds. 
In terms of interest this i/ould cost much less to finance than commercial 
credit for exports. 
/EEC is 
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EEC is controlling the policy of long-term exg/Qrt credits for-third f-
countries through" an'inter-governmental. group that reviews cases oí 
exports for which total payment would be effected-over a, .period of more 
than five years. By means of contact between this^roup and an •* * 
appropriate Latin American organization it might be inasible to reaoh 
an understanding that would lessen or ward off the effects of 'compet-i-tion 
between Latin American and European suppliers with-respect to the period ' 
of credit for Sales in Latin America.. 
91. As regards technical assistance - to mention one aspect only 
attention should be drawn to the aid .that. Latin- America might receive 
from EEC countries through EURATOM. . 
Thanks to the research that is being carried out in EURATOM11 s own 
laboratorios and, on its behalf, in certain public and.private instituti.cns> 
it seems likely that suitable types of reactors capable of produéing ' 
* • 
energy at competitive prices and in conditions affording adequate 
protection for health will soon be found... It is expected that.-the" 
construction of public power plants on a fairly large scale will be- 1 
started in EEC countries within the next four years or so. It is also 
estimated that by about 1985 nearly a quarter of their energy require»-
ments will be-.supplied by those plants. ; 
92. -Ápart from an agreement £or certain specific purposes betWeen 
EURATOM and the. Inter-American; Nuclear Energy.-Commission^  (IANEC), Brasil ' 
was the only Latin American country to sign an agreement to malee use of 
the technical collaboration offered:by EURATOM. This agreement offers 
Brazil the possibility of technical assistance in its prospecting for 
minerals of nuclear importance, in the analysis of such minerals, in 
the construction of research and production plants, in. the exchange 
of radioisotopes and the processing of radiation fuels0 Brazil will . 
also make use of some-bf the '200' f ellowships provided by EUROTOM.-' 
Argentina has started negotiations for a similar agreement on co-operation. 
93» The possible use of technical assistance from EURATOM implies the 
existence of certain national or multi-national resources. Among them 
would be reactors and other laboratory equipment, and the creation 
of university chairs, to provide basic training for physicists, chemists, 




to equip them to channel the co-operation of EURATOM and to ensure that 
it is advantageous for the recipient country. It should be noted in 
this respect that the féllowships are distributed among nuclear specialists 
of a certain standing, since the fellows work as an integral part of 
EURATOM* s technical teams, mainly in the central laboratory at Ispra (Italy). 
94« The fact that the progress made in the matter of peaceful uses of 
atomic energy is very uneven will bring into play in Latin America a neu 
factor making for unbalanced economic growth. This will be unfavourable 
to those countries which, for want of the necessary raw materials, are 
unable to make a start towards utilizing European technical assistance 
through EURATOM. 
8. Channels and machinery 
95- This brief list of points should be rounded off by an examination 
of the most appropriate channels and machinery;for- facilitating and 
imparting continuity to the contacts between Latin America and the large 
groupings of countries - particularly EEC - which, being in the natura 
of customs unions, will develop a joint trade policy once the transition 
period is past.- This policy is already taking shapé in some respects. 
96. In October 1961, when it seemed likely that a political unión of the 
States members of EEC would shortly be established, it was understood that 
general consideration was being given to a co-ordinated approach to direct 
and indirect economic co-operation affecting Latin America, to the machinery 
for such co-operation, specific projects suitable for joint assistance, 
technical collaboration and examination of the problem of Latin America's 
basic export commodities. As regards institutional matters, action was 
to be taken within the province of the Council envisaged for the European 
political unión, through the secretariat or a special committee. 
97. Four years ago EEC suggested to Latin America that consultative 
meetings should be held at the goverament level, but it did not obtain 
sufficient Latin American backing to put the idea into practice.-^^ 
22/ At the request of goverament officials, the ECLA secretariat collaborated 
at the time in the preparation of the preliminary draft of a joint reply 
from the Latin America^, countries to the European Common Market. It 
was thought then that their reply, in conjunction with other measures 
under consideration, would mark the beginning of endeavours to co-ordinate 
certain phases of Latin America's trade policy. Thirteen countries 
eventually sent individual replies to EEC couched in similar terms. 
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On 22 June 1962 a preliminary document prepared by the EEC secretariat 
and relating toa projeckítor relations betweenJLatin America and the European 
Common Market was brought- to the'attention Óf the EEC Commission. . The 
document, revi.ewed the existing relations'between EEC and the Latin American, 
countries and their prospecté/with due régard to thé results of the tariff. 
negotiations concluded a; short while ago in Seneva, the possible inf3_uence. . 
on those relations of the association between' IsEC and the African countries, 
and the repercussions of-th@ European agricultura! policy. One of the 
suggestions made ,in.the document refers tó tKe establishment of EEC liáison 
offices in Latin America. 
The actual text of the document was not published, but from 
fragmentary and unofficial information, it appears'that it contained 
suggestions on the following lines: " * 
(a) The EEC. countries ,should adopt a common attitude in international 
circles in favour.of the preparation and proper application of wórld-wide 
agreements. As p?rt of this.policy¿ the*EEC-countries should riso 
support in GATT the application of a néw ttíeóry on world trade in agri-
cultural commodities from t.emperate zonesv 
(b) Although the actual repercussions'on the trade'in question may . 
be very slight, their psychological effect on the atmosphere of trade 
relations between Europe and Latin America mákes' it advisabíe to give 
favourable consideration to the reduction of táxes in Europe and some cuts 
in the EEC .external tariff, particularly with respéct to coffee, cacao and 
bananas. 
e 
(c) The measures taken to increase-trade between the two regions 
should definitely take into. account the possibility of 'asslsting Latin 
America1 s .industrialization effort. This point démands caréful consideratior 
since under the terms- of £he present tradé: régime any tariff reductions 
favouring imports of Latin American manufactured goods into Europe would 
be extended to the rest of the world as well. At another stage, the Six 
might use the'European offices for external trade to help South America- . 
to publicize its export possibilities in Europe.. 
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(d) The Latin itoerican countries often ask for extensión of the 
credit terms given to them for.the purchase of industrial equipment in 
Europe* Only a short while ago they made representations for an extensión, 
of the,period from. five years which was the usual time-limit allowed -
to ten years, . The co^ordinating group for credit insurance, guarantees 
and credit policy set up in EEC might study the question. 
(e) One of the basic problems of European private investment in Latin 
America is how to guarantee the security of the capital. EEC might have 
exploratory talks with appropriate agencies, as for instánce, the Inter-
American Development Bank, with a view to ascertaining the possibility of 
establishing some sort of guarantee fund for the purpose. In order' tó" é'ás'e 
the flow of capital, consideration should also. be given to the opening of 
European markets to Latin American securitiéé. 
(f) There are severa! feasible methods of achieving technical co-
operation. There is undoubtedly room for such co-operation between the 
future Institute for European development and the Latin American Instituto 
for Economic and Social Planning established by ECLA at Santiago, Chile. 
But if substantial assistance is to be given to Latin America in technical 
training, vocational training and the improvement of productivity and 
administrative methods, the prime need is for the six ÉEC countries tó 
co-ordinate their. áctivities in the field of technical co-operation. One 
possibility might be for EEC to set up some .training centres in Latin America 
for specific branches of industry. 
(g) As regards the establishment of mutually advantageous relations 
between EEC and Latin América, it was suggested that EEC "representatives 
should particípate: in technical meetings for the purpose of clarifying 
problems relating to mutual1 relations, the organization of information 
courses in EEC for Latin American officials, and the formation of a liaison 
group to bridge the gap between the departments of the Commission in Brussels 
and the representatives of the Latin American countries. 
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98. In Latin American circles it is beginning to be clearly understood 
that if Latiri America persists in acting without any co-ordination vis-á-vis 
the present policy of grouping, it will continué to have too little to say 
in decisions that closely relate to its economy and its future. Various 
circumstances have combined to crystallise this, including the experience 
gained in the 1960/61 tariff conference and the alarming uncertainty of the 
present situation.: 
99. In compliance with the^recommendations of the Governments representad 
on the Trade Committee, the ECLA secretariat has had these matters in hand 
for many years«^2/ jn order to follow the trend of events, it maintains 
2^ 3/ Resolution 121 (VII) of the Economic Commission for Latin America, 
adopted at La Paz on 27 May 1957, recommends to the secretariat that 
it observe closely the economic integration of Europe, that it keep . 
the member Governments supplied with the relevant information, and 
that it carry out broad studies on the prospects for trade relations 
between Latin America .and Europe. At the same time it recommends to 
the member countries of the Commission that they carry out consultations 
on the possible repercussions of the European Common Market. 
Resolution 11 (III) of the ECLA Trade Committee, adopted at Santiago, 
Chile, on 10 May 1961, recommends to the secretariat that, in carrying 
out its studies on trade policy, it give special consideration to the 
expansión of trade with other regions and that it examine the . problems 
of trade relations with countries or groups of countries in those regions. 
These two resolutions, as well as others authorising the secretariat 
to convene meetings of experts for the purpose of carrying out tasks 
relating to Latin America fs foreign trade, bear out resolution 101 (VI) 
of the Commission, adopted at Bogotá on 15 September 1955 recommending 
the creation within the Commission of a Trade Committee which, mindful 
of the fundamental necessity of increasing over-all world trade through 
the solution of the practical problems which hamper or delay it and the 
preparation of bases to facilitate trade negotiations, would prepare 
specific proposals in harmony with the present and future bilateral 




informal contacts with EEC, EFTA and OECD and keeps a cióse watch on the 
progress of affairs in GATT that have to do with Latin America*s over-all 
foreign trade.'^ 
As a result of some of these contacts, it was agreed at the end of 
1960, in the course of discussions with specialists in EEC, that both 
secretariats should work simultaneously on the preliminary elucidation 
of problems to be clarified before the bases of the financial and 
commercial collaboration between the European Common Market and the 
Latin American countries can be adapted to the new circumstances that 
have come into being, In connexion with this agreement, EEC requested 
the Hamburgisches Welt-Wirtschafts-Archiv to analyse the existing trade 
between Europe and the Latin American countries and its future prospecte, 
The analysis offers interesting suggestions for future dealings between 
EEC and the countries belonging to the Latin American Free-Trade Association; 
these are reproduced in annex II to the present document. 
100, Pursuant to various resolutions adopted by Governments at conference 
and meetings of inter-American agencies, the Organization of American 
States (OAS) has been carrying out valuable studies, These include a 
study on basic products and the effect on their export trade of the 
establishment of the European Common Market; another on the different 
problems caused therebyj and finally, the recent contacts entered into 
with EEC, 
101, There is no doubt that present circumstances and the developments 
now under way, as briefly pointed out, are good grounds for the views 
beginning to be held in Latin American circles on the advisability of 
a joint governmental examination of the situation as a preliminary to 
possible co~ordinated action in the future, 
24/ See the documents cited in footnote 1, and also a Study of Inter-Latín 
American Trade, United Nations Publication, Sales No,: 56.II,G.3; 
Inter-L&t*»^ Trade; entiProblems, United Nations Publication, 
Sales No,: 57,II»G.5; The Latin American common market, United Nntions 
Publication, Sales No,: 59.H.G.4 and Multilateral Economic Co-o-poration 








KEY TO STíMBCLS 
< 
1, Import permití Individual authorization *granted subjeot to certain oonditions, 
2, State tradings Direction and control of import trad© by the State, "eitfaer direetly or through ófficial 
agencies, 
3, Discrimimtioni Extensión of advantage to products from specific countries or currenoy areas, 
Variable import duties or charges: Levies over and above customs duties, applied to imported goods for 
speciflo purposes, such as the stabilization or maintenance of domestic prices at a given 
level, 
5» Health restrictions* Prohibition of imports from countries in which foót-andwnouth disease exists, 
6, Máximum and mínimum price system: Liberalization of imports when domestic price exceeds the máximum price 
fixed for the product in question, and autcmatic suspensión of imports when domestic prices 
fall below the fixed minimum, 
7» Tie-in purchase requirementss Regulations requiring importera or manufacturers to purchase a given 
percentage of similar domestic products, 
8, Quota systemí Establishment, at regular intervals, of máximum quantities that may be imported, on the feasis 
of either volume or valué, 
9, Production or turnovér taxesí Taxes applied when goods have been manufactured fran the products concerned» 
10, Tariff preference: Application of a preferential tariff for specifio countries, 
11, Seascnal regulations: System whereby importe are suspended during certain periods of the year, 
12, Corporate system: System under which imports are the responsibility of national association© or agencies 
to whioh the producers belong, 
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Table 1 vas drawn up on the basis of data from the following sources: 
a) GATT documentsj 
b) Information given to the Uruguayan deleg^tion by other delegations accredited to GATT; 
o) Information furnished by the Goveraments of the countries mentioned in the table to diploma tic missions of 
the Republic of Uruguay in Europe, 
Por the purposes of the table, nineteen countries tirere selected which are major consumers of 
Uru guayan products. As regards the latter, thirty items were taken which during ljéO accounted for 97*5 
per cent of Uruguay's exports. It should be pointed out that the table includes only twelve types of 
restriotion applied to Uruguayan exports by the nineteen countries considered; no account is taken of 
other iraportant types, such as the followingí 
1, Certain customs duties considered to be prohíbitive; 
2, Bilateral agreements; 
3, Domestic subsidies; 
4, Preferential treatment arising out of the creation of the 
European Economic Community (EEC) and the European Free-
Trade Association (EFTA), 
No distinction is made in the table between restrictions applied under GATT provisions and 
those which mi^vt be considered to constitute a breach of the General Agreement, 
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1. The 1960-61 Tariff Conference is the title given to the fifth series of 
negotiations of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)f This 
series comprises; 
a) The negotiations of the European Economic Community (EEC) with the other 
countries members of GATT in connexion with article XXIV, 6 of the 
Agreement; 
b) The Dillon negotiations, which are general in character and concern all 
the Contracting Parties of GATT; 
c) The incorporation of new countries into GATT» 
2» Rates of incidence are expressed in ad valor era per cent age terms 
3. A listof quotas is presented in table 3, 
4» "Ex" implies that the duty is seasonal or that only part of a tariff Item. 
has been negotiated or consolídate:!. Seasonal duty is usually in forcé from 
15 March to 15 September. 
5* Quotas negotiated under GATT reiaain in forcé for three years and cannot be 
reduced within that period. 
6« The rates of incidence which are not underlined in the appropriate column 
are those fixed by EEC*s external tariff and not negotiated at the 1960-61 
Tariff Conference» Once the quotas have been covered, imports in excess of 
their volume are subject to the regime of duties established by EEC for the 
product concerned. 
7» Underlining of the percentages or of the note "free" implies that the 
treatment accorded by the common external tariff was not negotiated or 
consolidated at the 1960-61 Tariff Conference. 
8. The valué of the EEC unit of accounting, in terms of which the duties 
established by the external tariff are expressed, is 0.38067038 grammes of 
fine gold. Its gold equivalence is therefore the same as that of the United 
States dollar. 
9. The following abbreviations have been used for national currencies: 
DM - Deutschmark 
BF - Belgian franc 
LF * Luxembourg franc 
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Cíassi¿icatión Katioral tariffs External tariff EEC under the Ceamodity 
Brussels tariff Federal Republio BeneluK France Italy ETVÍ sub-Ítems Pate of nomenclature BTN • of Gerniar^  incidence 
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e x (£?) 
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1-VII 25 10 Ex; lentils 2 30-ix 15 
08e01 A Bananas 5 15 20 lio %Q 10 
o8«oi c Papabas 10 25 5 25 12 
08^01 c Pineapples 10 25 5 25 12 
08*02 C Oranges 15-III a 10 ir ¿2 20 5 to 15 30*>üí 0 25 30--1X ex- I-IV to «O-IX 
l-'-X 10 0 35 5 1«X to 15 30~ill 15 
20 
1 ex: 1-X to 15-X 
0S«02 E Lemons 0 13 15 5 8 
08.04 A Grapes, fresh 1-1X 5 30-VI mínimum 
amount chargeable DM 5"pw 100 kg 
1~?XIX to -3 
14-VIX mínimum 
amount chargeable 
DM 5 per 100 kg 







0860U B Grapes, dried 0 
10 
12 5 18 » 
App3.es 7 12 7 n 10 ló-XZ i? Mínimum amount chargeable DM 12 8 I5«xil Minimvsn amount 'cEarges-ble 2 per 100 kg 0*5 m per 100 kg 
25 1-VXXX ü* 
Minimun amount chargsatle DM 3i~xxi Mínimum amount chargeable 
6 per 100 kg 204 UA por 100 kg 
10 l-X 31-111 10 Mínimum amount chargeable DM 
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Rate 
inoidenca 
16 (not freed 
of caffeíne) 
19 (freed of 
caffeine) 
25 (net freed 
of caffeíne) 
30 (freed of 
caffeine; 
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/Table 2 (corroed 5) 
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BM 1 per kg,, 16 
per cent incidsnoe 
Unmanufac-
turad tobáceo BM 180 pss» 100 kg BF or JM 390 per 100 kg IP 31*39 perica 
nst kg 
BF 578,20 
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Table 2 (continuad 7) 
i Classif ication ; ! . 
under the Brusselsj Commodity 
! tariff nomencla- -
I ture BTN 
Nations! tariffs 
27olO B 










Motor spirit ¡Kerosene Distillate 
jfuels (fuel. 













| Raw hides 
and skins 
i Dressed hides 
and skins 
j Wood in the 
! rough or 
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mainder being duty. 
free 
ex; Free 
8 Pocts of 
6 to 18 metros^ 





Table 2 (continued 8) 
Classification under National tariffs Externa! t-ariff EEC 
the Bruss;ls t&riff 
nomenclatura, Ccamodíty 
-
Federal Republio Benelux France Italy BTN sub-items Rates of BTN of Germarjy Incidence 
44a04/05 Wood, 0 0 15 8 Free squared and 13 3 0 15 
















44015 Plyuood 20 6 10 25 14 
12 10 20 30 15 
15 . 25 
47»oi Mechanical or 7 1? 
22 0 Free (quota of 
seraimachanical 170 000 tona); 
wood puZp remainder 6 per cent" 
0 0 22 0 Free (quota of 
20 15 24 1 935 000 tons); 2 ramainder 6 per 













48*01 Nevsprlnt 12 10 25 15 
18 
7 —— 
53«01 A Ivcolp grsasy 0 0 0 0 Fres 





53*01 B Uool, combad 
or in tops 





CT5 C J 
Cu 0 




Table 2 (continued j) 
Classific&tion under j 
























































































External tariff ESC 
BTN sub-iteins Bates of incidence 
Free 
3 per cent (for 
quota of 500 
tons) 
others: 
10 per cent 
6 per cent en 








Table 2 (continued 10) 
?C3,assi.fication \ 
;lander the rr^sselá 
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¡73.12 í I | 
¡73.13 
¡ Strip 
• Píate s and 







ukoOL C ?Copper, 
jstandard or 
j blister^ in 
<ngots 
74,01 D [Refined in in= 
I gcts 












Externa! tariff EEC 
Annual quota of 12 600 tons 
Annual quota of 21 500 tons 
taual quota of 2 400 tons 
Bars and shapes containing 
up to 0«1 per cent of carbón 
by velgit and 30 to 90 per 
cent of clirome 
s. L.-J P ^ Gxi O CD 3 
H O JV> 




































Table 2 (continued 11) 
CXassificatlon under 
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TARIFF CONFERENCE I96O-6I» QUOTAS FCR THE COWTRIES ISfclCATED IN RESPECT 
OF IKPCRTS FROM OUTSIDE EEC 
Classlfioation 
under the Brussels 
tariff noroe nolature 
BTN 
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ex 73*02 G 
ex 73.02 H 
ex 73,02 H 
ex 76.01 A 
Newsprint 
Combed vool yarn 
Flax yarn 













































































aluminium 10 per Germany 120 000 5 oent 
76.01 B.l Aluminlum scrap 5 per Gerroany 24 OOO 0 
oent Benelux 54 0 
Netherlands 600 0 
77.01 A Crude magnesitas 10 per Germany 28 000 0 
cent Benelux 375 0 
Netherlands .. 180 0 
78.01 A Crude lead 1.32 uc Ger&ar¡y 54 000 0 
per Lel^ iuti 10 000 0 
• 100 kg Netherlands 31 000 0 
73.01 A Crude zino 1.32 UC Germarsjr 74 000 0 
per Netherlands .7 700 0 
100 kg 
b/ Unoffioial data. The indicated quotas are for I96I. It is urtíerstood that the quotas for 1^62 will be 
approximately the same. Although under GATT regulstions the quotas cannot be reducsd within a period of 
three years, those included in this sohedule apparerrtly would fall outside the se regulations, the reason 
belng that the EEC oountries presumably agreed on them of their own accord and not as a result of 
negotiations wiHi third parties. It is to be noted that these import quotas are under a special tariff 
system. Once a country has importad an amount equivalerrt to the total quota fixed for that country, ary 





LATIN AMERICAt EXPORTS# 1953-60 
(Mllllons of dollara) 
Year 
North Western Europa 
América 
EEC EFTA - Others Total 
1953 3 71+O 1 050 89O . 130 2 070 
195^ 3 5^ 1 275 835 170 2 280 
1955 3 630 1 2115 865 180 2 290 
1956 U 020 1 ^ 95 995 175 2 6é5 
1957 3 980 1 46o l 095 185 2 740 
1958 3 805 1 320 950 160 2 430 
1959 3 825 1 ^ 35 955 125 2 515 
1960 3 720 1 570 1 010 115 2 695 
Souroex Bank of London and South America, "Latín America and the European Cossmon Market"¿ 





UTIN AMERICA i BRE&K-DOWN 0? EXP0RTS: TO WESTERN EUROPE, X?60 
(Percentajes) 
Exporter EEC EPTA Others Total country 
Argentina 38.8 • 23O6 lo2 63.6 
Brasil 19.6 12*7 1.4 33.7 
Chile 30.5 21.4 0,4 52*3 
Colombia 19.1 7.5 o«5 27a 
Ecuador 23*0 208 0„2 26,0 
México 7.4 2.5 0*7 10.6 
Paraguay 16.3 10.8 lo 4 28,5 
Perú 30.9 9o8 0.2 4o0? 
Uruguay 36*7 27.5 1-7 65.9 
Bolivia a/ 45.6 m 50.2 
Venezuela 5O8 8.0 1.0 14.8 
Costa Rica 33» 2 3*0 0.1 3¿>c 3 
El Salvador 34*8 3.0 (m 37.8 
Guatemala 24.2 5.0 - 29® 2 
Honduras 12.6 4.7 - 17*3 
Nicaragua 31® 0 7o 4 38.4 
Panama o»8 0.1 « 0*9 
Cuba 7e0 5.1 1^ 5 13*6 
Dominican Republic 11.8 1404 1.0 27o 2 
Haiti 34» 4 8ol lo 9 44.4 





.TaW.e 6 .... 
WESTERN EUROPE: PRINCIPAL IMPORTS FROM LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES, 1959 a/ 
(Millions of do liara) 
Exporter countpy 
- <¿ 
EEC EFTA . Others Total Percentage 
ALALC countries 1 206.0 : 860.7. . _2ísl 2 093.0 
Argentina ' 
76?.? Total'itoports 359.3.' JSíí 100 <-9 . 
Poodstuffs 264.5- 294.6. 13.2 572.3 74.3 , 
Meat" . . 55A 165*0. 4.9 225.3 29.2 
Dairy produots 8,8 . 12.9 - 21.7 2.8 
Cereals !/• 140.2.. 67.0. 211.7 27.5 
Prult and vegetables 7.5 10,6. 0.4 18.5 2.4 
Animal feed 52,4 29.0 3.4 84.8 11.0 
Raw optaríais $6.7 40.1 1.0 137.8 17.9 
Hides and slcins 3.0' : 8.0' ••••- 0.6 46.6 6.1 ' 
Wooí 52.8- 27.3' 0.4 80.5 10.5 
01 ls and fats 22.6 18.5 0.2 41,3. 5.T 
Brazil ^  
Total importa 214.6* 478.? 100.0, 
Poodstuffs 178.3,. 158.2. 5.2 341.7 71.3, • 
Meat 11.8 _ 14.7, , «k 26.5 5.6 
Fruit and vegetables 9.8... 10.3 20.4 . W . 
Sugar 7.7, 11.0 - 18.7 , 3.9 
Coff.ee w-/ ii7.o 89.5" W 211.1 44. l"' 
Cacao 26.4, 17.2 0.2 43.7 9.1 
Raw-meteríais 61.5» 41.6" 0.4 103.4 21.6 ' 
Vood 14.7 .. 21.6 
Wopl, ootton, other flbres 28.3': 9.3 0.3 37.9 7.9-
Scrap iron 1 6 . ? 11.2 - 28.1 
Colombia 
Totaí ,imports r • 86.0. . 54.6- — l4o.6 • ' 100.0 
Foodstuffs 72.0 23.3 m • 95.3 • 67.8 
Frijit and nuts 20.6-; 2.8 - 23.4 16.6 
Coffee 51.3'' 16.6" m 67.9 ' 48.3 
Fuels end lubricante. 10.8'. 30.7 m 41.5 29.5 
Crude petroleum 10.8' 25.5 m 36.3 25.8 
Chile 
Total imports Üfibá 8?-6 _Sf1 100.0 
Poodstuffs 10.3. 6.1 tm 16.4 ' 7.0 • 
Fruit and vegetables 7.6 3.5 • 11.0 4.7 
Raw raáterials 19.9 12.2 0.3 '32.4' 13.7 
Wool 3.1 5.4 8.5 3.6 
Sarap iron « . 3.1 m m 3.1 1.3 
Non-ferrous scrap and concentrates 5.5 2.7 m 8.2 3.5 
Metals t . 
Copper 112.6 65*0 ' 177.6 75. l> 
Ecuador 
Total imports JñsZ 0.4 100.0. 
Poodstuffs 40.1 8.6 0.4 49.1 95.3 • 
Fruit and nuts 30.7 4.1 m 34*8 • 67.6 
Coffee 4.3 0,2 0.4 4.9 
Cacao 4.8 0.5 - 5.4 10.5 
/Table 6 (cont'ed) 
E/CN .12.631 . 
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Table 6 (cont'ed) 
Exporter country EEC EFTA Others Total Percentag 
México 
Total importa 137*5 47.? 3.1 187.9 100.0 
Poodstuffs 15.8 13.1 2.7 31.6 16.8 
Coffee 9.7 0.8 - 10.5 5.6 
Animal feed 2.3 7.7 0.2 10.2 5.1 
Raw materials 85.3 23.5 0.3 109.1 53.1 
Cotton 77.3 14.9 0.3 92.5 49.2 
Metals 30.4 5.6 > 36.0 15.2 
Silver 17.1 0.2 M 17.3 9.2 
Copper * 6.4 m - 6.4 5.4 
Lezd 6.3 1.4 7.7 4.1 
Zino 0.6 3.3 m 3.9 2.1 
Pera 
Total imports ' 2 159.5 100.0 
Poodstuffs 31.9 15.0 0.1 46.9 29.4 
Sugar 0.9 4.5 - 5.1 3.4 
Animal feed including fish flour 26.2 7.2 0.1 33.5 21.0 
Raw materials 51.8 32,1 0.8 84.7 53.1 
Wool 2.7 4.1 «• 6.8 4.3 
Cotton 26.8 18.8 0.8 46.4 29.1 
Sorap iron • 10.3 M « r 10.3 6.5 
Non- ferrous sorap and oonoentrates 9.9 2.2 - 12.1 7.6 
Fuels and lubricante 1.3 4.3 • 5.6 3.5 
Metals 11.8 5.9 m 17.7 U.l 
Silver , 1.6 2.0 - 3.6 . 2.3 
Copper 5.6 0.7 • 6.3 • 4.0 
tead 3.6 - 5.0 3.1 
Ziho 1.0 1.5 - 2.5 1.6 
Uruguay 
69.3 Total imports 41.8 20.6 0.8 100.0 
Poodstuffs 7.2 • 7.7 0.2 15.2 21.9 
Meat 5.7 • 7.0 0.2 12.9 18.6 
Raw materials 32.8 17.1 0,6 50.8 73.3 
Hides and skins 6.7 1 .6 m 8.3 12.0 
Wool 25.7 11.9 o.7 38.3 55.3 
Other Latin Ansrican countries Jíik2 407.2 12.3 830.8 ' 
Bolivia 
Total imports J L 2 38.3 43-, 2 100.0 
Raw materials 4.8 38.2 M» 43.0 99.5 
Non-ferrous sorap and concentrates 
38.2 42.7 98.8 (particülarly tinplate) 4.5 -
Venezuela 
491.1 100,0 Total imports 218.3 272.3 0.? 
Poodstuffs 6.3 2.4 tm 8.7 1.7 
Coffee 3.3 0.8 m 4.1 0 . 8 
daoao 3.0 0.3 - 3.3 0.7 
Rav materials 25.4 23.3 - 48.7 9.9 
Scrap iron 24® 9 23.0 m 47.9 9.8 
Fuels and lubricants 181,8 245.4 0.5 427.7 87,0 
Crude petroleum 160.8 1360O m 296.8 6o,4 
Petroleum derivativos 21.0 « • 108.8 0.5 130.3 26.5 
/Table 6 (conclusión) 
Tabla á (conclusión) 
Exporter country EEC EFTA Others Total Perccntag 
Costa Hioa 
Total imports 26.2 Jal - 100.0 
Poodstuffs 25«8 5.4 - 31.2 
Coffee 25a 3.1 28.2 86.8 
El Salvador 
Total imports 22si - JSafi 100.0 
Poodstuffs 35.9 3-6 - 39.5 87.7 
Coffee 35.5 1.3 36.8 81.8 
Raw materials 3.0 2.1 - 5 a lie 3 
Cotton 2.9 2.1 - 5«o 11.1 
Guatemala 
Total imports J h l ii„¿o - 38.1 100«0 
Poodstuffs 24.5 8.4 - 32.9 86.3 
Pruit and nuts 2.5 2 a * * 4.6 12.1 
Coffee 21.3 4.4 m 25.7 67.5 
Raw mate riáis 2.5 2.4 wm 4.9 12.9 
Cotton 2 , 1 2.3 - 4.4 11.5 
Honduras 
Total imports 10,5 JL-1 O06 JL5a£ 100.0 
Poodstuffs 9.3 2.9 0.6 12.8 85.3 
Fruit and nuts 5e5 2,2 - 7.7 51.3 
Coffee 3.8 - 0.6 4.4 29.4 
Raw materials 1.0 loO 2.0 13«3 
Wood 0,8 1.0 - 1.8 12.0 
Nicaragua 
Total imports J L 3 . 5.1 oa J&l 100,0 
Foodstuffs 6.7 0.4 - 7.o 21.8 
Coffee 6.6 0.3 - 6.9 21.5 
Raw materials 20*3 4,6 0.1 25.0 78.0 
Cotton 18*3 4,1 0.1 22.5 70.1 
Cuba 
Total imports 5*2 J & á 100.0 
Foodstuffs 25.2 29.6 5o 0 59.8 82.7 
Sugar 23.5 27.9 5<» 0 56.4 78® 0 
Haití 
Total imports 11.2 2.6 ' 0.1 13a 9 100.0 
Poodstuffs 9.9 2.3 0.1 12.4 89o 2 
Coffee 9*9 1.5 0.1 110 5 82.7 
Dominioan Republic 
Total imports 14.5 27.? JL28 J M 100o 0 
Foodstuffs 11.6 2 6.7 5.8 44c 1 92.7 
Sugar 3.9 23.2 5.7 32c8 68.9 
Source: Quarterly Roview» op. cit.» pp. 10-
o/ Excluding Pan ama, Paraguay and Spaln. 
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GUIDE~LINE3 AND SUGGESTIONS FOR USEFUL COLLABORATION IN THE 
ECONOMIC FIELD BETWEEN EEC AND CERTAIN 
LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES* 
1. Introduction 
We shall endeavour here to indícate a pattern of action and to 
make some suggesticns for closer collaboration between EEC and the 
Latin American countries covered in this study*. It should be noted 
that these proposals could not have been made without certain prior 
aesumptions as to the attitude of those countries. It has already 
been realised that the Látin American countries - which taken as a 
whole, and given their degree of industrialization seem to have progressed 
beyond the first stage of economic development - resemble the countries 
"really" in process of development in that they cannot progress any 
further without external aid and are in need of measures to help and 
intensify their economic relations. Nevertheless it is imperative 
that like all countries in course of development they should proceed 
on their own initiative, by adopting measures of economic policy to remedy 
the basic defects in their economic growth, The way is arduous and 
difficult, but it is essential for them to make this effort, In the 
Latin American countries it is the agricultural sector that is most in 
need of such measures since it constitutes the vital nerve-centre of 
these countries. 
(a) Land reform 
Together with extensive land reform to improve the structure of 
land tenure and the size of holdings, the question of adequate returns 
should also be considered. If part at least of the benefits obtained 
from the improvement of agricultural productivity is passed on to the 
* Hamburgisches Melt-Wirtschafts-Archiv, Perspectivas sobre el porvenir 
de las relaciones comerciales de la CEE cón ciertos países de América 
Latina* Unofficial Spanish translation of a study undertaken on 
behalf of the Commission of the European Economic Community, Hamburg, 
June 1961, chap. 6. The study deals with Argentina, Brazil, Chile, 




the rural population,- this tri.ll prcsnots the changsover from a 
subsistence econbmy to a market economy, This eannot take place 
without a progressive outlook and the intsnsification and rat-ionalization 
of crop farming, which constitute the most powerful incentives for 
economic growth. 
(b) Growth of the national product 
The national product should increase at a swifter pace than the 
popula t ion,, or, to put it another way, if external help is to be 
effective it should be reflected in a rise in per capita inccme, Given 
present population growth, the national product should expand by 5 per 
cent, or better still, 6 per cent annually. It can only do so if the 
proportion of net investment, now standing at 8-9 per cent expands 
to 11 or 12 per cento If this incremeñt carne from an increase in net 
capital imports, it would mean - gLven the average contribution of 
foreign capital in the financing of investment (13 per cent) - that 
they would have to increase two or even threefold. 
In order toattract towards the Latin American countrie? the 
foreign capital required to stimulate their economic development and 
domestic capital formation, gold hoarding, the maintenance of accounts 
abroad and land speculation would have to be stopped, and profits 
prevented from being distributed rather than ploughed back. Fcr the 
same purpose, it would aiso be necessary to adopt a stringent credit 
and siionetary policy and abandon the method of financing by the issue 
of currency» Efforts must be made to balance the State budget and 
to avoid discriminatory exceptions such as múltiple exchange rates and 
quota systems 3 
(d) Creation of an^nfrastructure 
Economic development also entails a constant effort to create a 
sound infrastructure. Bottlenecks should be prevented from forming in 
any of the sectors of the economy, and the purpose &nd extensión of high-
way networks or power stations should be determined and guaranteed by 
the State- alone. 
/(e) Solution to 
rSClU.2/631 
Pagaó3 
( e) Solution to the glting prpblem 
Unduo concentration in industrial centres should be preventod 
through the creation of suitable conditions^ to the benexit of other 
locations„.• • 
Economic policy should also be concerned with the kind and degree 
"•£ education and vocational training offered. A modern economy and a 
high level of living can only be attainsd if the educational level of 
the population permits, Credits must be set aside for this purpose, 
and education must be incorporated en a rational basis into the 
over-all plans* 
(g) Eliinination of corruptio)?, 
The other economic policy measures that should be adopted and 
that fall entirely within the province of these countries, include 
compliance with economic principies, proper observance of the legal 
system and the fulfilment of commitments undertaken, A sound public 
admini s t r at ion should see that these things are done and be ready, 
if necessary, to resort to coercive measures» 
It would be helpful for the economic development of the Latin 
American countries if EEC were to put the question to itself whether 
its policy with respect to them.and-the measures that result from that 
policy do really encourage such developmentD 
. As economic automatism bound up with the price system does not 
work well in the Latin American countries, nation-wide economic planning 
should be ádvocated and promoted® 
In view of the need to expand Latin America*s exports, the trade 
policy concessions made by EEC shpuld.be as comprehensivo as possible^ 
It would be desirable to include under this heading. "educational." customs 
duties for the industries deserving of development in the seven Latin 
American countries concerned, always provided that the. amount and duration 
of the duties are kept within the lirráts necessary for the formation 
of those industries© 
of education and vocational traini.n* 
20 Measures^toiube 
/The Latin 
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The Latin American countries are depenclent on their export 
earnings» EEC should therefore endeavour to expand its mar-kets 
or at least to avoid discriminatory measureso It should give the 
Latin American countries the most favourable treatment that can be 
accorded to third countries* 
The assistance required in the form of foreign capital should 
incliide public credits from the EEC countries or from the Ccmunity 
v=self, since it is precisely these credits which enable projects 
to be undertalcen that, while not a ^business proposition" from the 
private sector*s point of view, would be no less instrumental in 
bringing about the conditions described in the previous paragraph® 
In order to prevent the formation of bottlenecks in the industrializa-
tion infrastructure, immediate steps should be takcn to encourage EEC 
enterprises to invest in the Latin American countries* 
The prospect of obtaining large industrial profits is reviving 
Latin America!s spirit of enterpri3e„ As the infrastructure has not 
yet developed sufficientiy, and there is a dearth of management skills^ 
it would be best to adopt a positive outlook with regard to exceptional 
profits during the first stages of industrializationc 
For the reasons given bslowj ESC should give . first preference to 
its participation in the firms already established in the Latín American 
countriess 
(a) It is difficult for Europeans and Americans to adapt themselves 
to Latin American conditions without the help of local associates0 
This explains the frequent refusal .to establish enterprises* Nationals 
of the country find it easier to grasp the national labour legislation 
and are better able to take the necessary fomalities with the 
authorities. The foreign associate should concéntrate on the technical 
side and the organization of the enterprise» 
(b) The fact that foreign concerns are looked upon as alien 
enclaves may lead to unpleasant consequences in the event of pclitical 
disturbances in the country. It is therefore better to create national 
firms with Eureopean shareholders0 
/ (c) Foreign investors 
(c) Foreign investors holding shares in local currency in Latin 
American firms will not suffer any losa through devaluation provided 
that the undcrtaking is well managed and that their banking relations 
are good enough for them to obtain the long-term credits that will 
protect them against bad debts. 
(d) European foremen should not be kept too long in Latin American 
firms, ñor should they be eventually prometed to managerial posts* 
v:ñey should simply start off the local staff so that they can ultimately 
rise to the posts of manager,, team-leader or f crecían* European foremen 
as a rule do not know how to treat the local staff in accordance with 
the customs of the country* 
(e) European engineers are respected for their knowledge, Moreover, 
as technical. heads, they have less direct contact with the workers than 
with their own subordínates , with whom they would get on even better 
with the aid of a local second-in-command. 
(f) Foreign participation facilitates the transmission of techniaal 
know-how and the signing of contracts covering patents. 
The future industrial development of the Latin American countries 
depends not only on the creation of skills but also on the establislxrient 
of markets with the help oít 
(a) Some división of labour between EEC industries and those 
of the seven Latin American countriesj 
(b) The transfer of specific lines of production to the seven 
countriesj 
(c) The readiness of EEC to buy other goods from Latin America 
besides raw materials and foodstuffs. 
In order to stimulate the industrial development of the Latin 
American countries, EEC could presumably take the speeial measures 
indicated below, as well as contributing capital and investment 
resourcesg 
(a) Dispatch of young executives eager to go abroad to small 
and medium-scale industries^ 
(b) Support for the -establishment of large factories in the seven 
countries, thereby contributing to the specialized training 
of a substantial number of local employees and helping to estabüsh 
manufacturing at all stages® /ftV1 jaxj. measures 
E/CN. 12/631 
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All measures would be promoted designed to arouse, foster and 
strengthen mutual interest and understanding, For this purpose, EEC 
should first and foremosts 
(a) Establish "public relations" with each country, the "Communi.tyn 
aspect of EEC being stressedj 
(b) Develop education in the said countries, setting up "European" 
schools and other educational and training establishments; 
(c) Promote and support collaboration in the cultural, tecfanical 
and scientific fields» 
3» Action to be taken by Latin America 
The Latin American countries should make an effort to diversify 
their production and exporta of foodstuffs and raw materials, both to 
prevent sharp annual fluctuations in their export earnings and increase 
their foreign currency income0 
They should al so try to ease the burden which the importation of 
essential foodstuffs places on their balance of payments by stepping 
up their own production* This is a particularly pressing need in view 
of population growtho 
It would be desirable for the Latin American countries to renounce 
bilateralism in their trade realtions in order to prevent their imports 
from becoming more expensive and to ensure the best possible use of their 
foreign exchange» With regard to barter opcrations with the countries of the 
Eastern bloc, they should not forget that as a result of re-export to the 
EEC countries this type of transaction is detrimental to Latin Americafs 
own markets* 
Once their industries have been established the Latin American courtries 
ühould strive to create the corresponding markets. To this end they should: 
(a) Broaden their markets by persisting in their efforts to form 
a free-trade area until full integration, which should embody 
industrial co-ordination as well, has been achievedj 
/(b) Establishóor 
t Establish or strengthen in every way possible the exportation 
of their industrial products, .equal care being taken to 
sttpply the countries in process of development in both Africa 
and Asia; 
Seek outlets for their products by means of comprehensive 
studies of foreign markets« 
4» Joint action 
For severa! decades, and more particularly since. the world agri-
cultural slump of 1929~33> Europe's agricultural policy has been 
suffering from the defeet of solving problems on a day-to->day basis, 
that is to say, confining itself to the immediate problem of the 
momento Despite the existence of excellent projections for agricultural 
production and consumption during the next twenty years, this policy 
has not attached sufficient importanee to clear-cut plans for the long-
term and henee to practical ideas on domestic production and imports® 
With some differences, the same may be said of Latin America* The 
balancing of imports and exports, which would benefit both sides^ 
might well bring about an intensification of trade relations between 
EEC and Latin America» 
As regards trade policy, it would be expedient for extensive 
collaboration to be developed between EEC and the Free-Trade Area or 
the Governments of the countries conoerned, with a view to the joint 
discussion and co-ordination of all measures bearing upon their mutual 
interestso 
Furthermore, it would be advisable to promote collaboration between 
EEC and the Latin American countries in all sectors of education and 
vocational training. In practice, the initiative cannot and should not 
be taken by EEC alone. The Latin American countries too must encourage 
all kinds of collective action, as well as the exchange of Latin Americans 
and Europeans in every branch of vocational and advanced trainingffl The 






practical collaboration in both the theoretical and the pragmatic 
aspects of economic research* It would be desirable for EEC and 
the seven countries to sign an agreement for the protection of 
investment, primarily guaranteeing the conver*tibility of money transfers 
(as stipulated in the new agreement between the United States and 
Argentina); to conclude bilateral agreements preventing double taxation, 
as a means of stimulating foreign investment; and to establish a 
¿oint investment committee that could play an advisory role in relation 
to the co-ordination of investment policy. 
